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6
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

7

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA
8
9

Marc A. Wichansky, a natural person,
Plaintiff,

10
v.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

David T. Zowine and Karina Zowine,
natural persons and husband and wife;
Zoel Holding Company, Inc., an Arizona
corporation, MGA Home Healthcare, LLC,
an Arizona limited liability company,
Martha Leon, a natural person; Charles
Johnson, a natural person; Patricia
Gonzalez,
a
natural
person;
Pat
Shanahan and Sarah Shanahan, natural
persons and husband and wife; Mike
Ilardo and Alisa Ilardo, natural persons
and husband and wife; Rio Mayo, a natural
person; Michael Narducci, a natural
person; Brett Costello and Andrea
Costello, natural persons and husband
and wife; Justin Grant and Jane Doe Grant,
natural persons and husband and wife, Kai
Knowlton and Jane Doe Knowlton, natural
persons and husband and wife, Don
Maniccia and Jane Doe Maniccia, natural
persons and husband and wife, John Doe
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Civil Action No.: 13-CV-01208

SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED
(Assigned to the Honorable
David G. Campbell)
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1

Nos. 1 to 20; and Jane Doe Nos. 1 to 20.,

)
)
Defendants. )
)
)

2
3
4

Plaintiff, Marc A. Wichansky (“Wichansky”), as and for his First Amended
Complaint (hereafter, the “Complaint”) against the above-captioned individual

5

defendants (collectively, the “Individual Defendants”), defendant Zoel Holding

6 Company, Inc. (“Zoel”), an Arizona corporation, and MGA Home Healthcare, LLC
7 (“HHL”), an Arizona limited liability company, alleges:
NATURE OF THE ACTION

8
1.
9

Wichansky, the former chairman, president, and co-owner of Zoel

Holding Company, Inc. (“Zoel” or the “Company”), brings this action against

10 David T. Zowine (“Zowine”), his former business partner, and those who aided
11 and abetted Zowine in perpetrating his wrongful conduct (collectively, the
12 “Defendant Confederates”), for violations of (a) the retaliation provision of the
False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729 et seq., (b) the obstruction of justice
13
provision of 42 U.S.C. § 1985(2), (c) the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18
14
U.S.C. § 1030 (the “CFAA”), (d) Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of
15 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78j, Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b16 5), and (e) and state law.
2.
Zowine faced a significant problem of his own creation in late 2010.
17
He was neck deep in a fraudulent billing scheme at MGA Home Healthcare LLC
18
(“HHL”), a subsidiary of the Company in which he was a 50% owner, the vice19 president, and the sales manager.

Employees who reported to him—most

20 notably, HHL operations manager Charles Johnson (“Johnson”) and medical
billing supervisor Martha Leon (“Leon”), each a defendant in this action — were
21
systematically bilking government and private payers of hundreds of thousands
22
2
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of dollars or more by engaging in several deceptive billing tactics. Wichansky,

2 the founder and other owner of the Company, had launched an internal probe
3 into HHL’s billing practices and processes after the Company’s commercial
4

lender raised questions about the propriety of HHL’s accounts receivable in July
2010.

5

3.

With the assistance of Richard Eden (“Eden”) and several billing

6 professionals who he engaged to assist him in his investigation, Wichansky
7 discovered and reported internally at the Company throughout the third and four
8

quarters of 2010 that Leon, with Johnson’s knowledge and acquiescence, had
been engaging in irregular and deceptive billing practices resulting HHL’s

9

submission of false or fraudulent claims to government and non-government

10 payors. By December 2010, Wichansky’s investigation and internal reporting
11 were gaining momentum and threatened to expose the entirety of the false or
12

fraudulent billing scheme, its scale, and Zowine’s role in it.
4.

13

Nothing precluded Zowine from coming clean when Wichansky

commenced the investigation of false or fraudulent claims or when he reported

14 the results of that ongoing investigation internally throughout the latter half of
15 2010. But, Zowine chose a different path. And, because Zowine had enormous
16

influence over the young, highly-impressionable members of his sales staff and
the Company’s entire sales operation, he had no difficulty enlisting the Company

17
18

and the Defendant Confederates to participate.
5.

Zowine hatched a plan to gain ownership of Wichansky’s shares,

19 oust him from employment and management, and thereby suppress the
20

investigation. The plan involved manipulating Wichansky to believe the Company
could no longer function with the two of them at the helm, i.e., that management

21
22

was deadlocked. Zowine anticipated that Wichansky would decide either to sell
3
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his stock in the Company to him and surrender his management functions, or

2 otherwise seek judicial intervention. Either way, as Zowine boasted, he was
3 poised to pay Wichansky “only ‘pennies on the dollar’” for his stock.
4

6.

To manipulate and retaliate against Wichansky for his ongoing

investigation and reporting of false or fraudulent billing at HHL, Zowine instituted
5

in early January 2011 an escalating campaign of grossly irresponsible,

6 harassing, intimidating, and violent conduct directed at Wichansky and anyone
7 who he perceived to be aligned with him, including Eden.
8

7.

But Zowine miscalculated how Wichansky would react, at least at

first. Wichansky fought back, terminating Zowine’s employment on January 26,
9

2011 after a series of more modest measures failed to restrain him, and causing

10 the Company to redeem Zowine’s stock on January 31, 2011 after he retaliated
11 for the dismissal. Even as these events were transpiring, however, Wichansky
12

was not yet aware of Zowine’s motive for engaging in his pernicious conduct.
8.

13

As the parties prepared for a preliminary injunction trial in the

Maricopa County Superior Court in late March 2011, Wichansky self-disclosed

14 and reported to the AHCCCS-OIG on or about March 15, 2011 the billing
15 improprieties that he had discovered and reported internally at the Company in
16

the course of his investigation. After this self-disclosure, Zowine attempted to
frame Wichansky by accusing him of engaging in billing fraud in an attempt to

17
18

chill any further investigation or self-disclosure.
9.

By late March 2011, Wichansky, after being subjected to months of

19 ceaseless retaliation by Zowine and without having discovered Zowine’s motive
20

for subjecting him to that conduct, felt he had no choice but to seek judicial
dissolution of Zoel.

21
22

It was only after Wichansky retained new counsel and

experts in the field of forensic accounting that he began to fully understand that
4
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Zowine’s had staged the purported “deadlock” in order to suppress the

2 investigation that Wichansky had instituted at HHL.
3
4

10.

Wichansky’s discovery came too late to salvage his ownership,

directorship, or managerial control of Zoel, let alone his investigation of HHL’s
billing practices. The superior court refused to allow Wichansky to withdraw his

5

request for dissolution and ultimately forced Wichansky to sell his stake in Zoel to

6 Zowine. The judgment embodying that resolution of the state court dispute is
7 presently on appeal to the Arizona Court of Appeals.
8

11.

In June 2013, Wichansky determined to seek legal redress in this

federal forum for defendants’ malfeasance. Soon after instituting that lawsuit,
9

however, Zowine and several of the Defendant Confederates conspired to

10 obstruct Wichansky from pursuing his lawsuit in this Court by subjecting him, his
11 employer, and at least one material witness to the events that are the subject
12

matter of this lawsuit to harassment, intimidation, and other unlawful conduct.
While that conduct is set out in Wichansky’s motion for preliminary injunction and

13

temporary restraining order, the details of which this Court is already familiar,

14 Wichansky alleges the highlights of that retaliatory conduct herein.
15
16

12.

By this action, Wichansky seeks to have Zowine and the Defendant

Confederates held legally accountable for the injuries they have inflicted and
continue to inflict upon him. Wichansky seeks an award in his favor of actual

17

damages, punitive damages, and all other relief, whether at law or in equity, to

18 which he is entitled, including his reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.
PARTIES

19
20

13.

Plaintiff, Wichansky, is an Arizona domiciliary who was chairman,

president, and a 50% shareholder of Zoel and chairman and president of each of
21
22

Zoel’s subsidiaries, including HHL, at all times material to this Complaint.
5
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14.

Defendants Zowine and Karina Zowine are husband and wife and

2 Arizona domiciliaries. Defendant Zowine was secretary, vice president, and a
3 50% shareholder of Zoel and secretary, vice president, and sales manager of
4

HHL at all times material to this Complaint. HHL’s sales, marketing, and billing
staff reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.

5

15.

Defendant Zoel Holding Company, Inc. (“Zoel”) is a corporation

6 organized and existing under the laws of the State of Arizona with its
7 headquarters located in Phoenix, Arizona.
8

16.

Defendant MGA Home Healthcare, LLC (“HHL”) is a limited liability

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Arizona with its
9
10

headquarters located in Phoenix, Arizona.
17.

Defendant Charles Johnson (“Johnson”) is an Arizona domiciliary.

11 Defendant Johnson was HHL’s operations manager, and, as such, reported to
12

Zowine on a wide variety of matters, including HHL’s submission of bills to
government and non-government payers for healthcare services, at all times

13
14

material to this Complaint.
18.

Defendant Martha Leon (“Leon”) is an Arizona domiciliary.

15 Defendant Leon was HHL’s medical billing supervisor, was responsible for
16

invoicing and payment processing, and, as such, reported to both Johnson and
Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.

17

Leon had previously been

employed by DDD for a period of approximately six years and had more than 20

18 years of experience in healthcare services billing. Unbeknownst to Wichansky at
19 the time of her hiring, DDD terminated Leon’s employment on grounds that she
20

had inaccurately accounted for her own work hours.

21
22

6
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19.

Defendant Patricia Gonzalez (“Gonzalez”) is an Arizona domiciliary.

2 Defendant Gonzalez was employed in 2008 by MGA of California, a Zoel
3 subsidiary, and reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
4

20.

Defendant Pat Shanahan (“P. Shanahan”) is an Arizona domiciliary.

Defendant P. Shanahan was the staffing specialist for MGA Healthcare Staffing,
5

Inc., a Zoel subsidiary, and reported to Zowine at all times material to this

6 Complaint.
7
8

21.

Defendant Sarah Shanahan (“S. Shanahan”) is a California

domiciliary. She and Defendant P. Shanahan are husband and wife. Defendant
S. Shanahan was an employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times

9
10

material to this Complaint.
22.

Defendants Mike Ilardo (“Ilardo”) and Alisa Ilardo are husband and

11 wife and Arizona domiciliaries. Defendant Ilardo was an employee of HHL and
12

reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
23.

13

Defendant Rio Mayo (“Mayo”) is an Arizona domiciliary. Defendant

Mayo was an employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times material to

14 this Complaint.
15
16

24.

Defendant Michael Narducci (“Narducci”) is an Arizona domiciliary.

Defendant Narducci was an employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times
material to this Complaint.

17

25.

Defendants Brett Costello (“Costello”) and Andrea Costello are

18 husband and wife and Arizona domiciliaries.

Defendant Costello was an

19 employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
20

26.

Defendants Justin Grant (“Grant”) and Jane Doe Grant are husband

and wife and Colorado domiciliaries. Defendant Grant was an employee of Zoel
21
22

and reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
7
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27.

Defendants Kai Knowlton (“Knowlton”) and Jane Doe Knowlton are

2 husband and wife and Arizona domiciliaries.

Defendant Knowlton was an

3 employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
4

28.

Defendants Don Maniccia (“Maniccia”) and Jane Doe Maniccia are

husband and wife and Arizona domiciliaries.
5
6

Defendant Maniccia was an

employee of HHL and reported to Zowine at all times material to this Complaint.
29.

Defendants John Doe Nos. 1-20 and Defendants Jane Doe Nos. 1-

7 20 are fictitious names ascribed to one or more natural persons and their
8

respective spouses whose identities are presently unknown to Wichansky, but
who caused, contributed and/or benefited from the misconduct alleged herein.

9

Wichansky will seek leave to amend this Complaint, if necessary, to state the

10 true names and capacities of these fictitiously named Defendants when that
11 information becomes known to him.
12

30.

Collectively,

Defendants

Johnson,

Leon,

P.

Shanahan,

S.

Shanahan, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Grant, Knowlton, Maniccia and one
13

or more of John Doe Nos. 1-20 and Jane Doe Nos. 1-20 are referred to herein as

14 the “Defendant Confederates.”
15
16

31.

Zowine and the Defendant Confederates agreed and conspired to

commit the underlying torts alleged herein, and thereupon accomplished the
underlying torts which they agreed and conspired to commit, causing damage to

17
18

Wichansky.
32.

Zowine perpetrated the misconduct alleged in this Complaint with

19 the intent to benefit the marital community of Defendants David and Karina
20

Zowine.

Karina Zowine is a named defendant in this Complaint so that

Wichansky may enforce any forthcoming judgment in his favor against the marital
21
22

community of David and Karina Zowine.
8
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33.

Each of the Defendant Confederates perpetrated the misconduct

2 alleged in this Complaint with the intent to benefit his or her marital community if
3 he or she was married. The Defendant Confederates’ respective spouses, if any,
4

are named defendants in this Complaint so that Wichansky may enforce any
forthcoming judgment in his favor against those marital communities.

5
6

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
34.

The Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §

7 1331, as Wichansky’s retaliation, CFAA, federal securities fraud, and obstruction
8

of justice claims arise under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United
States, and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367, as Wichansky’s state law claims are

9

so related to his federal claims that they form part of the same case or

10 controversy under Article III of the United States Constitution.
11
12

35.

This Court also or alternatively has subject matter jurisdiction of this

action pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa, and 28
U.S.C. § 1337.

13

36.

The Court has general personal jurisdiction over the Individual

14 Defendants and Defendants Zoel and HHL, as they are either Arizona
15 domiciliaries and therefore present for jurisdictional purposes or they conduct
16

business in the State of Arizona on a substantial or continuous and systematic
basis and therefore are constructively present.

17

37.

The Court also or alternatively has specific (“long-arm”) jurisdiction

18 over those Individual Defendants who are not present in Arizona, as (a) they
19 purposefully availed themselves of the privilege of conducting business in
20

Arizona, (b) Wichansky’s claims arise out of or relate to their contacts with
Arizona, and (c) the exercise of jurisdiction over them is reasonable.

21
22

9
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1

38.

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §

2 1391(b)(2), as a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to
3 Wichansky’s claims occurred, or a substantial part of the property that is the
4

subject of this action is situated, in Arizona.
39.

5

Venue also or alternatively is proper in this judicial district pursuant

to Section 27 of the Exchange Act. The alleged false and misleading statements

6 and/or omissions were disseminated in this judicial district.
ALLEGATIONS OF FACT

7

BACKGROUND

8
40.
9

Wichansky caused MGA Employee Services, Inc. (“MGAE”), a

temporary staffing services business, to be incorporated in Arizona in September

10 1998.

He had previously formulated MGAE’s business plan, contributed the

11 requisite seed capital to get the business off the ground, and allowed the
12

fledgling business to incubate for approximately 15 months within MGA Search,
Inc. (“MSAS”), an employee placement services firm that he had founded in

13
14

1994.
41.

Wichansky owned

100% of

MGAE’s stock initially.

After

15 incorporating MGAE, he transferred one-half of that stock to Zowine, a salesman
16

who befriended him approximately four years earlier at an apartment complex in
which he and Wichansky each resided, as a reward for helping Wichansky

17
18

establish accounts for the new business when it was still a part of MGAS.
42.

MGAE, in turn, offered a job to Charles Johnson (“Johnson”), a

19 friend of Zowine who helped retain accounts for MGAE when it was still a part of
20

MGAS.
43.

21
22

When MGAE began to show promise as a business venture,

Wichansky shut down MGAS’s operations, transferred MGAS’s accounts to
10
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MGAE, and assumed executive management functions at MGAE, while Zowine

2 continued to develop and Johnson continued to retain accounts for MGAE.
3
4

44.

became an economically viable, self-sufficient business.
45.

5
6

Zowine and Johnson remained on MGAS’s payroll until MGAE

As part of a restructuring in the Spring of 2006, Wichansky and

Zowine changed MGAE’s name to “Zoel Holding Company, Inc.,” i.e., Zoel.
46.

As of 2011, Zoel was a holding company for eleven human

7 resources staffing subsidiaries operating in such industries as information
8

technology, engineering, construction, and nursing. For years, Wichansky and
Zowine devoted themselves to growing Zoel and its subsidiaries (collectively, the

9
10

“Companies”).
47.

Wichansky served both as an agent and as an employee of the

11 Companies at all times material to this Complaint.
12

48.

Wichansky’s agency roles included, inter alia, the performance of

duties and responsibilities as chairman of Zoel’s two-member board of directors
13
14

and as president and chief executive officer of the Companies.
49.

Wichansky’s employment role included, inter alia, the performance

15 of duties and responsibilities associated with the Companies’ back office and
16

administrative operations.
50.

17

Among Wichansky’s employment duties and responsibilities were

the management and/or supervision of the Companies’ day-to-day business

18 affairs except for its sales operation and HHL’s billing for healthcare services.
19
20

51.

Although Zowine became Zoel’s secretary and vice president when

he joined the company, he functioned and was introduced to others as “sales
manager” and was responsible for what became known as the “pit,” a bullpen

21
22

area in Zoel’s Phoenix headquarters—then located at 44th Street and East
11
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Thomas Road—where the Companies’ account managers, sales staff, and

2 recruiters were stationed.

More specifically, Zowine was in charge of the

3 Companies’ sales operation and managed the Companies’ account managers,
4

sales staff, recruiters, and in the case of HHL, the healthcare services billing staff
a well.

5

52.

Zoel had a three-tier compensation structure for Wichansky and

6 Zowine tied to the three capacities in which each served. As shareholders, each
7 received S-Corp flow-through distributions. For their services as officers of Zoel,
8

they each received an annual stipend. As W-2 employees of Zoel, each received
an annual salary for their services.

9

53.

In or about 2005, Wichansky expressed to Zowine his belief that the

10 Companies’ home healthcare business, including HHL, was too risky and
11 unprofitable. In reaction, Zowine proposed to Wichansky that they split up Zoel
12

and that Zowine would take ownership of the home healthcare business. While
no such split-up of Zoel ever occurred, Zowine subsequently assumed complete

13

management responsibility and control over Zoel’s home healthcare business,

14 including HHL.
15
16

54.

Zoel evolved from a fledgling startup into a robust business

enterprise, employing hundreds of employees, generating in excess of forty
million dollars ($40,000,000.00) in gross annual revenue, and maintaining offices

17
18

in five (5) states, as recently as 2011.
55.

Hundreds of hospitals and thousands of infirm and disabled patients

19 throughout the nation depended on the Companies for critical medical care at
20

any given time as of 2011.

21
22

12
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56.

As of 2011, the Companies depended heavily on Zoel’s computer

2 servers and the integrity of the electronic data contained on them, including but
3 not limited to patient records, in order to meet their responsibilities to their clients.
4 THE REVELATION OF BILLING IMPROPRIETIES, WICHANSKY’S INTERNAL
5
6

INVESTIGATION AND REPORTING OF FALSE OR FRAUDULENT BILLING,
AND WICHANSKY’S ATTEMPTS TO STOP THE SUBMISSION OF FALSE
AND FRAUDULENT CLAIMS TO THE GOVERNMENT

7

57.

In or about July 2010, J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. (“Chase”), in

8 the course of due diligence related to the renewal of an existing line of credit,
9 reviewed a sampling of Zoel’s accounts receivable and those of Zoel’s
10

subsidiaries and encountered difficulty verifying the accuracy of HHL’s records.
Chase brought the discrepancies it encountered with regard to HHL’s accounts

11
12

receivable to the attention of Eden, Zoel’s Vice President of Finance.
58.

Because Eden’s duties did not include oversight of HHL’s billing

13 activities, such duties having historically been exercised by Zowine and Johnson,
14

Eden brought the discrepancies to the attention of Wichansky, his indirect
superior, after his initial review of the records revealed that HHL had submitted

15

false or fraudulent claims to one or more government payors, including

16 overbilling, phantom payments, improper rebilling, and payments from one payor
17 being applied to invoices of a different payor.
18

59.

Although Wichansky was Zoel’s president and managed the back

office and administrative operations for most of the Companies, Zowine and
19

Johnson had long before assumed complete managerial control of HHL,

20 including the supervision and oversight of HHL’s billing processes, sales
21 operation, and sales and billing department employees.
22

13
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60.

Accordingly, after Eden brought the false or fraudulent claims to

2 Wichansky’s attention, Wichansky determined that Zowine and Johnson would
3 be indispensable to his investigation.
4

61.

Wichansky thereafter commenced his investigation and reporting of

those false or fraudulent claims by reporting their discovery to Zowine and by
5

directing Eden to contact Johnson, HHL’s operations manager, to determine the

6 cause and extent of the problem.
7
8

62.

When Eden brought the false or fraudulent claims to Johnson’s

attention in an effort to assist Wichansky in investigating and reporting them,
Johnson dismissed them as “simple errors” and also expressed that the rebilling

9

of contractual adjustments was “something that we don't do anymore.” Both of

10 these answers would later prove to be false.
11
12

63.

Meanwhile, Leon was no more helpful than Johnson in helping Eden

to understand, so that he could help Wichansky to understand, the cause and
extent of the false or fraudulent claims.

13

64.

With no help from Johnson or Leon, Wichansky redirected and

14 expanded the scope of his investigation, reporting, and efforts to stop the
15 submission of false or fraudulent claims to government payors by bringing the
16

matter to Jennifer DePorzio (“DePorzio”), Zoel’s Controller.
65.

17

DePorzio’s

subsequent

attempts

at

Wichansky’s

behest

to

investigate the cause and extent of the false or fraudulent claims with Leon and

18 Johnson were met with delays similar to those experienced by Eden.
19
20

66.

When DePorzio’s efforts to help Wichansky and Eden gain a better

understanding of the cause and extent of the false or fraudulent claims proved
ineffectual, Wichansky reported the status of his investigation to Zowine again,

21
22

this time in or about August 2010.
14
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67.

During his meeting with Zowine, Wichansky suggested that Zoel

2 should hire Erin Ratchford (“Ratchford”), Zoel’s former Operations Manager, to
3 help him investigate the cause and extent of false or fraudulent claims to
4

government payors.
68.

5

But Ratchford, who had spent time trying to understand Leon’s

billing processes, also experienced interference from Johnson and Leon and her

6 efforts to assist Wichansky with his investigation of false or fraudulent claims to
7 government payors accordingly failed. Ratchford recommended to Wichansky
8

that Zoel retain an expert in healthcare services billing practices.
69.

9

At Ratchford’s suggestion, Wichansky, again with Zowine’s and

Johnson’s knowledge, engaged Beth Schleeper (“Schleeper”) of T & T

10 Consulting (“T & T”), an expert in medical billing practices. Scheeper was hired
11 to assist Wichansky with his investigation of the cause and extent of HHL’s
12

submission of false or fraudulent claims to government payors and also to
provide consulting to HHL on how to appropriately operate its billing department.

13

70.

After reviewing the existing billing practices at HHL, Schleeper

14 identified and informed Wichansky and Eden that she believed Leon was causing
15 HHL to engage in a pattern of false or fraudulent claim submissions to
16

government payors and that Johnson was aware of and involved in these
activities. She recommended, inter alia, the termination of Leon’s and Johnson’s

17

employment.

18

71.

After hearing Schleeper’s report, Wichansky became concerned that

19 Leon and Johnson were not only causing HHL to submit false or fraudulent
20

claims to government payors but that they were intentionally causing HHL to do
so.

21
22

15
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72.

In furtherance of his investigation and reporting of HHL’s submission

2 of false or fraudulent claims to government payors, Wichansky and Schleeper
3 together reported their findings to Zowine and recommended that all HHL billing
4

activities be outsourced to a third party billing company and that Leon be
removed from the function altogether if not terminated.

5

73.

Although Zowine expressed no discomfort to Schleeper or

6 Wichansky about the proposal to outsource HHL billing, within a few days Zowine
7 insisted that Leon remain in charge of all of HHL’s billings to DDD while
8

Schleeper assume responsibility for other payors.
74.

9

From the start, Leon and Johnson hampered Schleeper in her efforts

to manage HHL’s billing and collections and to continue assisting Wichansky in

10 his investigation of the submission of false or fraudulent claims to government
11 payors. Among their tactics was to withhold necessary information and provide
12

incomplete information, which would cause Schleeper unwittingly to issue
inaccurate invoices and often resulted in delayed reimbursement.

13

Leon and

Johnson would then cite these errors and delays as a reason why Schleeper

14 should not be permitted to oversee the billing.
15
16

75.

Schleeper could make little progress in her efforts to assist

Wichansky with his investigation of false or fraudulent billing in HHL or to
manage HHL’s billing processes, largely because she was unable to overcome

17
18

the continued interference from Johnson and Leon.
76.

Recognizing that Leon and Johnson were not cooperating with

19 Schleeper, Wichansky and Eden decided that a Billing Operations Manager was
20

needed to assume control of HHL’s billing processes and provide a path to
correct those problems. After meeting with a number of candidates and over

21
22

Johnson’s objections, Wichansky hired Denise Wall (“Wall”), who previously ran
16
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1

a team of billing and collections specialists for the nation’s largest home

2 healthcare service provider.
3
4

77.

However, Johnson and Leon interfered with Wall’s work and her

ability to seize control of the billing and collections at HHL. Among other things,
Leon and Johnson disregarded important e-mails, changed the invoicing, and

5
6

failed to provide explanations to important questions Wall had concerning billing.
78.

When Leon provided the invoicing for December 2010 and January

7 2011, Eden reported to Wichansky that Leon’s and Johnson’s false or fraudulent
8

billing practices were continuing despite Wichansky’s initiative to investigate,
report, and stop the submission of false or fraudulent claims to government

9

payors, thus exacerbating Wichansky’s concerns that their submission of such

10 claims was intentional.
11
12

79.

Determined to get to the bottom of the problem, Wichansky

redoubled his focus on investigating the false or fraudulent billing at HHL and
reported to Zowine that the investigation would continue.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

17
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ZOWINE BEGINS RETALIATING AGAINST WICHANSKY AND HIS
ASSOCIATED OTHERS FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO INVESTIGATE AND STOP
2
THE SUBMISSION OF FALSE OR FRAUDULENT CLAIMS TO THE
GOVERNMENT.
3
1

80.

4
5

As Wichansky’s investigation and reporting of false or fraudulent

billing at HHL was burgeoning in late December 2010 and early January 2011,
Zowine’s behavior toward Wichansky changed dramatically.

6

81.

Zowine began intimidating, harassing, and disparaging Wichansky,

7 members of Wichansky’s family, and those employees who he believed were
8 loyal to Wichansky, including, but not limited to Eden.
82.

9

Zowine’s acts of intimidation, harassment, disparagement, and

violence came in two varieties, verbal (both oral and written) and physical, and
10

were implemented both directly by Zowine and indirectly through Zowine’s

11 subordinates, including but not limited to the Defendant Confederates.
83.

12
13

Beginning no later than early January 2011, Zowine would scream

obscenities at Wichansky and Eden within earshot of other employees of Zoel
and/or HHL at Zoel’s headquarters, frequently if not always while carrying or

14

swinging a baseball bat.

15

84.

During a telephone call that he placed to Eden in the middle of the

16 night on January 12, 2011, Zowine insulted Eden and purported to terminate
17
18
19

Eden’s employment without obtaining Wichansky’s approval.
85.

Zowine’s conduct of January 12, 2011 became commonplace at

86.

Beginning no later than early January 2011, Zowine would knowingly

Zoel.

20 and deliberately express falsehoods about Wichansky to other employees of Zoel
21
22

and/or HHL. Zowine told employees in words or substance that Wichansky was
18
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1

stealing money from one or more of the Companies, was attempting to destroy

2 Zoel and/or HHL, was incompetent and added no value to Zoel and/or HHL, was
3 engaging in tax evasion, was engaging in insurance fraud, would be going to jail,
4

had a drug problem, and/or other untrue and defamatory statements.
87.

5

disparaging,

Beginning no later than early January 2011, Zowine would send
threatening,

vulgar,

insulting,

humiliating,

and/or

otherwise

6 inappropriate emails and/or text messages to Wichansky and Eden.
7
8

88.

Beginning no later than early January 2011, Zowine caused the staff

at Zoel and HHL to fracture into two camps. In one camp were employees under
Zowine’s immediate influence and command, including but not limited to the

9

Defendant Confederates. Employees who respected the chain of command and

10 remained loyal to Wichansky, Zoel, and HHL comprised the other camp.
11
12

89.

Beginning no later than early January 2011, Zowine encouraged his

camp, including but not limited to the Defendant Confederates, to be
uncooperative, obstructive, demeaning, and intimidating to Wichansky, to

13

members of Wichansky’s family, and/or to employees who chose to honor the

14 chain of command and remain loyal to Wichansky, Zoel, and HHL.
15
16

90.

aforementioned conduct.
91.

17

At the very least, Zowine acquiesced in or otherwise ratified the

Wichansky became so intimidated and distraught by Zowine’s

conduct and the conduct of members of his staff that, for a short time in mid-

18 January 2011, he worked from home rather than coming into the office.
19
20

92.

On or about Friday, January 14, 2011, Wichansky emailed Zowine

that he would be “working from outside the office today.” Within hours, and
despite knowing the cash balances in Zoel’s accounts were low, Zowine caused

21
22

two checks to be written out to himself and Wichansky, each for $200,000.
19
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1

Wichansky requested in an email that Zowine “return both checks … today”

2 because “[t]he company is not in the position for us to draw $400,000” and “[w]e
3 have large checks out . . . that could bounce . . . .” Zowine cashed his check.
4

93.

Zowine and the Defendant Confederates continued engaging in

abusive conduct when Wichansky was working away from the office.
5
6

94.

Wichansky returned to Zoel headquarters on January 18, 2011.

95.

Zowine escalated his campaign against Wichansky on January 19,

7 2011. That day, Zowine walked into Wichansky’s office, closed the door behind
8

him, grabbed Wichansky by the neck, threw him across the room, body slammed
him to the ground, and punched him in the back.

9

96.

Zowine is and was a formidable presence physically.

He was

10 approximately five inches taller and 90 lbs. heavier than Wichansky at the time of
11 the January 19, 2011 incident. He often boasted that he could bench press
12

about 350 lbs.
97.

13
14

It took the men who responded to Wichansky’s pleas for help to pull

Zowine off Wichansky and to restrain Zowine from resuming the beating.
98.

Wichansky was treated for injuries to his neck and back as a result

15 of the January 19, 2011 incident.
16

99.

Wichansky suffered and continues to suffer to this day from physical

pain and suffering as a result of the January 19, 2011 incident.
17

100. Wichansky was unaware of the reason Zowine attacked him on

18 January 19, 2011.
19
20

101. In his capacities as Zoel’s president and chairman, Wichansky
caused Zoel to place Zowine on paid administrative leave on January 25, 2011
and instructed him to not return to Zoel’s headquarters on January 26, 2011.

21
22

102. Zowine disputed Wichansky’s authority to place him on leave.
20
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1

103. Zowine returned to Zoel’s headquarters on January 26, 2011.

2

WICHANSKY RELUNCTANTLY CONCLUDES THAT HE AND ZOWINE

3

CAN NO LONGER WORK TOGETHER

4

104. Despite Zowine’s aberrant behavior beginning in January 2011,
Wichansky wanted first and foremost for the two to make peace and find a way to

5
6

work together again.
105. On several occasions, Wichansky invited Zowine to participate in

7 mediation so that they could reconcile and resume their management of the
8

Companies.
106. Zowine rebuffed Wichansky’s efforts to reconcile. Although Zowine

9

attended one mediation session, he failed to participate in good faith and the

10 session accordingly failed to result in reconciliation.
11
12

107. Zowine disputed Wichansky’s authority to cause Zoel to terminate
his employment and refused to abide by Zoel’s directive.
108. Rather than cease engaging in the oppressive, intimidating,

13

harassing, disparaging, and physically violent conduct that led Wichansky to

14 place him on leave, Zowine further intensified his campaign.
15
16

109. Zowine expanded the universe of his victims by sending false and
offensive text messages to Wichansky’s wife, including messages in which he
insulted Wichansky’s mother and other family members.

17

110. Zowine also ratcheted up his efforts to defame and discredit

18 Wichansky. He deliberately expressed falsehoods about Wichansky to people
19 outside the company, including but not limited to statements that Wichansky had
20

looted Zoel and/or its subsidiaries, that Wichansky was a drug addict, that
Wichansky had engaged in tax evasion, that Wichansky had engaged in

21
22

insurance fraud, and/or other vulgar, demeaning, and defamatory statements.
21
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1

111. Wichansky, as a consequence of Zowine’s campaign, reluctantly

2 came to believe that he and Zowine could no longer co-manage the Companies.
3
4

112. Exercising what he understood to be his authority and his fiduciary
duties to Zoel and its subsidiaries, Wichansky caused Zoel to terminate Zowine’s
employment as the Companies’ sales manager the same day.

5

113. Also on January 26, 2011, Wichansky and Zoel filed a complaint

6 against Zowine in the Maricopa County Superior Court (“superior court”) seeking
7 a judicial declaration that Wichansky acted within his authority as Zoel’s
8

president when he dismissed Zowine from his job as sales manager.
114. Also on January 26, 2011, Wichansky sought and obtained an

9

injunction against harassment to keep Zowine away from him and his family.

10

ZOWINE AND HIS COLLABORATORS RETALIATE FOR ZOWINE’S

11

DISMISSAL BY ESTABLISHING A SECRET SATELLITE “MGA/ZOEL”

12

OFFICE, UNLAWFULLY ACCESS AND MISAPPROPRIATE ZOEL’S
PROTECTED COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER DATA, AND STEAL HHL

13
14

EMPLOYEES
115. In retaliation for Zowine’s dismissal, he and the Defendant

15 Confederates secretly set up a satellite “MGA/Zoel” office at the Regus business
16

center located at 24th Street and East Camelback Road.
116. Like the unauthorized issuance of the two $200,000.00 checks,

17

Zowine took control of Zoel for his own personal interest and without

18 authorization from Wichansky or the Board of Directors to set up this satellite
19 office. Upon information and belief, Zowine used Zoel monies to set up this
20

unauthorized satellite office.
117. Zowine also had his sales staff and other key employees leave the

21
22

main office to join Zowine at his unauthorized satellite office, preventing
22
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1

Wichansky from effectively overseeing or managing key divisions of Zoel and its

2 subsidiaries.
3
4

118. Furthermore, these employees openly defied orders by Wichansky.
Zowine exercised control of Zoel for his own personal benefit by preventing these
employees from being terminated for their insubordination.

5

119. To ramp up the secret operation, Zowine needed access to

6 electronic data on Zoel’s corporate (or “main”) and email servers, which
7 contained virtually all of the corporate information and communications of Zoel
8

and its subsidiaries. And, the sales and billing personnel that followed Zowine to
the secret office required their work computers.

9

120. The electronic data on Zoel’s corporate and email servers included,

10 without limitation, all manner of business documents and back-ups, financials,
11 billing, and invoicing information, and a variety of information relating to the
12

patients for whom HHL provided healthcare staffing services, including research,
notes, and other health records pertaining to patients.

13

121. During the weekend of January 28, 2011, Zowine and several of the

14 Defendant Confederates met at a local grocery store. There they formulated a
15 plan to obtain the electronic data that Zowine needed to conduct his rogue
16

operation as well as the work computers of the sales and billing personnel.
122. On or about January 30, 2011, several of the Defendant

17

Confederates trespassed onto Zoel’s premises afterhours, removed the

18 workstation computers of the sales and billing personnel, looted the office, and
19 took the computers to Zowine’s secret satellite office.
20

123. On or about the same day, Zowine obtain an ex parte injunction
against harassment against Wichansky, hoping to bar Wichansky from coming to

21
22

23
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1

work. Zowine’s application for the injunction was predicated on false allegations.

2 Wichansky posed no physical threat to Zowine.
3
4

124. On January 31, 2011, Eden contacted Wichansky and informed him
of the theft of Zoel’s computers and the looting of Zoel’s offices. Wichansky
learned the same day of Zowine’s secret satellite “MGA/Zoel” office and of the

5
6

injunction against harassment that Zowine had obtained against him.
125. Convinced by the aforementioned discoveries that Zowine’s

7 dismissal as sales manager was not going to serve its purpose of protecting the
8

Companies and their employees from further harm at Zowine’s hands,
Wichansky caused the Company on January 31, 2011 to redeem Zowine’s stock

9

in Zoel at a pre-agreed price memorialized in an agreement between him and

10 Zowine.
11
12

126. On February 2, 2011, while Wichansky and Zowine were attending a
court hearing regarding the injunction against harassment that Zowine had
obtained, Defendant Confederates Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson

13

and P. Shanahan entered Zoel headquarters, pushed aside and/or restrained

14 one or more employees of Zoel and/or HHL, kicked in the door to the locked
15 server room, seized control of Zoel property, and attempted to “image,” i.e., make
16

a duplicate copy of, the e-mail server and the main server.
127. Apparently concerned that Wichansky would return from court before

17

they could complete the imaging process, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello,

18 Johnson, and P. Shanahan changed course midstream. Rather than completing
19 the task of copying Zoel’s computer servers, they ripped the servers from the wall
20

and took the servers with them to the secret, remote office.
128. They also removed in excess of 30 computers from Zoel

21
22

headquarters and took them to the secret office as well.
24
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1

129. This is another example of Zowine taking control of Zoel for his own

2 personal benefit.
3
4

130. The servers and computers that Zowine caused to be removed from
Zoel headquarters are hereafter referred to collectively as the “Stolen Devices.”
131. The Stolen Devices were connected to the internet and used in

5
6

interstate commerce and communications.
132. Neither Zowine nor the Defendant Confederates who acted at his

7 behest in accessing and attempting to copy the Stolen Devices in their entirety
8

and thereafter removing the Stolen Devices from Zoel’s headquarters had
authority to engage in either activity. To obtain such authority, it would have

9

been necessary for Zoel’s board of directors to have granted it. Zoel’s board of

10 directors had never granted Zowine or the Defendant Confederates such
11 authority. Even if it had granted such authority to Zowine as an employee, which
12

it did not, Zowine had been removed from that position on January 26, 2011.
Zowine could not confer authority he did not have on the Defendant

13
14

Confederates.
133. Upon returning from the court hearing and discovering the intrusion,

15 Wichansky contacted Defendant Confederates who were involved in the heist
16

and demanded the immediate return of the Stolen Devices.
134. The Defendant Confederates who Wichansky contacted refused to

17

return the Stolen Devices to Zoel headquarters and told Wichansky in words or

18 substance that he lacked authority to dismiss them if they refused to comply with
19 his request.
20

135. Without the email server and main server, Zoel and its subsidiaries
could not perform their essential functions, including nurse scheduling and other

21
22

patient services.
25
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1

136.

This is yet another example of Zowine taking control of Zoel for his

2 own personal benefit.
137. When the police department declined to intervene in what it deemed

3
4

to be a “civil dispute,” Wichansky and Zoel’s IT employee took emergency
measures to respond to the trespass on and misappropriation of the servers and

5

computers and to protect the Companies’ business, customers, and patients.

6

138. For instance, Wichansky and the IT employee installed an old Zoel

7 e-mail server, purchased a new corporate server, and attempted to reconstruct
8

the Companies’ data as best they could with the little hardware and software they
had.

9

139. Wichansky also responded to the trespass on Zoel’s servers and

10 computers by engaging a private security company to station security personnel
11 on premises at Zoel headquarters 24 hours per day, seven days a week, in order
12

to protect Zoel’s replacement computer servers, computers, computer data, and
hard copy records from Zowine and/or the Confederate Defendants.

13

140. For many months after orchestrating the computer heist, Zowine

14 accessed or caused one or more of the Defendant Confederates to access the
15 Stolen Devices either without authorization or in excess of their authorization, to
16

obtain electronic data contained on the Stolen Devices.
141. For many months after orchestrating the computer heist, Zowine

17

accessed or caused one or more of the Defendant Confederates to access the

18 Stolen Devices either without authorization or in excess of their authorization in
19 order to alter, erase, or otherwise tamper with electronic data on the Stolen
20

Devices.
142. For many months after orchestrating the computer heist, Zowine

21
22

accessed or caused one or more of the Defendant Confederates to access the
26
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1

Stolen Devices either without authorization or in excess of their authorization in

2 order to hide evidence relevant to their fraudulent schemes to harm Wichansky
3 and/or to harm private and governmental payors.
4

143. Neither Zowine nor the Defendant Confederates were authorized to
access the Stolen devices for the aforementioned illicit purposes.

5

Any such

authority could only have been granted by Zoel’s board of directors. Zoel’s board

6 of directors never granted such authority to Zowine or the Defendant
7 Confederates.
8

144. Meanwhile, after the computer heist, Zowine contacted an HHL
employee to inform him that he was sending an “expert” to Zoel headquarters to

9

image the old e-mail server that Wichansky was now using. He told the same

10 HHL employee that Wichansky could pay for imaging the Stolen Devices in
11 Zowine’s possession at the secret location.
12

145. When Zowine’s expert was at Zoel headquarters for the ostensible
purpose of imaging Wichansky’s piecemealed server, he accessed and copied

13

Wichansky’s personal office computer for

Zowine

without Wichansky’s

14 knowledge or authorization.
15
16

146. Zowine subsequently reviewed and disseminated to others and/or
caused the Defendant Confederates to review and disseminate to others some of
the private and personal emails that he and/or they cultivated from Wichansky’s

17
18

personal computer and/or the Stolen Devices.
147. Wichansky personally hired The Intelligence Group, a firm

19 specializing in computer forensics, to image the Stolen Devices then situated at
20

Zowine’s secret office.

21
22
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1

148. For many months, however, Zowine and others under his command

2 interfered with and prevented The Intelligence Group from imaging the Stolen
3 Devices.
4

149. When Zowine finally allowed The Intelligence Group to conduct the
imaging process on July 14, 2011, more than five months after committing the

5

computer heist, the Individual Defendants continued their stonewalling and delay

6 tactics and ultimately denied The Intelligence Group a reasonable opportunity to
7 image all of the Stolen Devices.
8

150. Zowine never permitted Wichansky’s forensics specialists to make a
complete image of the Stolen Devices.

9

151. Wichansky personally paid The Intelligence Group no less than

10 $165,934.66 to image the Stolen Devices and otherwise respond to the Individual
11 Defendants’ unlawful access and removal of the Stolen Devices and the intrusion
12

on his personal office computer.
152. In addition to needing the data from Zoel’s servers to get his secret

13

operation off the ground, Zowine needed employees.

He characteristically

14 addressed this issue in part by engaging with the Defendant Confederates in
15 further acts of disparagement and intimidation.
16

153. Zowine expressed to HHL employees in words or substance that
they were going to build a “better MGA” because Wichansky would not be

17
18

involved in the business.
154. Zowine also threatened HHL employees by telling those who were

19 not firmly entrenched in his camp in words or substance that, if they did not follow
20

him to the secret office and/or if they were to return to Zoel headquarters and
work for Wichansky, he would see to it that their employment was terminated.

21
22
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1

ZOWINE AND THE DEFENDANT CONFEDERATES CONTINUE TO

2

INTIMIDATE, HARASS, AND DISPARAGE WICHANSKY, HIS FAMILY, AND

3

HIS LOYAL EMPLOYEES AFTER SETTING UP THE SECRET OFFICE

4

155. Not content to stay in his secret office and leave Wichansky alone,
Zowine continued the retaliation and intimidation by showing up at Zoel’s

5

headquarters, often or always with several Confederate Defendants, whereupon

6 he and/or they deliberately disrupted business and inspired apprehension of
7 physical harm among Wichansky and those employees who were loyal to
8

Wichansky by approaching them in an aggressive and threatening manner,
screaming obscenities, and/or insulting, disparaging, and/or humiliating them.

9

156. One or more of the Defendant Confederates characteristically

10 followed Zowine’s lead during this period, showing up at Zoel’s headquarters on
11 their own or in combination and intimidating and disparaging Wichansky and the
12

employees who worked there as well.
157. On several occasions, for instance, Defendant Confederate Mayo

13

appeared at Zoel headquarters, whereupon he would intrude deliberately into

14 closed door meetings and scream obscenities at Wichansky and/or would situate
15 himself on a chair at the main entrance of Zoel’s offices and scream obscenities
16

from there.
158. Mayo is a Mixed Martial Arts competitor with a formidable physical

17

presence. His conduct was intimidating and threatening to Wichansky and his

18 employees, as it was intended to be.
19
20

159. Zowine also attempted to persuade or coerce members of a sales
team that stayed loyal to Wichansky and continued to work at Zoel’s
headquarters to quit their jobs.

21
22
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1

160. Meanwhile, in the Superior Court, Zowine successfully challenged

2 Wichansky’s authority to cause Zoel to terminate Zowine’s employment.
3
4

WICHANSKY WHISTLEBLOWS TO THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF STATE
OF ARIZONA THAT HHL AND ZOEL HAVE BEEN SUBMITTING FALSE OR
FRAUDULENT CLAIMS TO THE GOVERNMENT

5

161. On or about March 15, 2011, approximately two weeks before filing

6 his claim for judicial dissolution of Zoel, Wichansky, acting in his capacity as
7 Zoel’s chairman and president, met with AHCCCS-Inspector General David
8

Botsko and reported the results of his investigation of false or fraudulent claim
submissions by HHL billing personnel. At the time of this meeting, Wichansky

9

knew that Leon had submitted false or fraudulent claims to government agencies

10 and that Johnson was at least aware of Leon’s activities. Wichansky did not
11 know the scope and magnitude of the false or fraudulent billing that Leon and
12

Johnson were engaged in. Wichansky was not yet aware that Zowine’s hostile
conduct since early January 2011 was in retaliation for Wichansky’s investigation

13

and efforts to stop the submission of false and fraudulent claims to the

14 Government or of Zowine’s scheme to oust Wichansky from the Companies in
15 order to suppress his investigation and reporting of those claims.
16

162. In or around March 29, 2011, again before the motion to dissolve the
Company was filed by Wichansky, Zowine indicated in a filing to the Court that

17

he was made aware that Wichansky had met with “governmental agencies” and

18 in that filing attempted to frame Wichansky by making it seem that he had
19 caused, facilitated and acquiesced in the fraudulent billing by Zoel.
20

AFTER SELF-DISCLOSING TO THE AHCCCS-OIG AND ZOWINE
ATTEMPTING TO FRAME WICHANSKY FOR BILLING FRAUD, WICHANSKY

21
22

RELUCTANTLY FILED FOR DISSOLUTION OF ZOEL
30
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1

163. As a result of months of physical abuse, harassment and oppression

2 Wichansky sustained at the hands of Zowine and the Defendant Confederates,
3 Wichansky felt that he had no choice but to file for dissolution of Zoel.
4

164. On or about March 31, 2011, Wichansky’s counsel filed a petition for
judicial dissolution in the superior court.

5

165. Notably, it was not until several months later that Wichansky realized

6 that the conduct that induced him to seek dissolution was perpetrated in
7 retaliation for Wichansky’s role in the investigation and attempts to change the
8

billing process in HHL, to distract Wichansky from further investigation, and to
oust Wichansky before he discovered the full extent of the billing scheme and

9
10

Zowine’s role in it.
AS THE INVESTIGATION AND COMMUNICATIONS WITH AHCCCS-OIG

11 CONTINUE, SO DID THE RETALIATION, HARASSMENT AND INTIMIDATION
12

166. Zowine’s hostile, harassing, and defamatory conduct continued after
the dissolution petition was filed even though AHCCCS was now a part of the

13
14

investigation.
167. After Zowine’s successful challenge to his termination, Zowine and

15 several of the Defendant Confederates appeared at Zoel’s headquarters on April
16

6, 2011 with his attorneys, Bill Quinlan and Michael Hammer.
168. After entering Zoel’s headquarters on April 6, 2011, Zowine and the

17

Defendant Confederates who accompanied him immediately began to verbally

18 and physically harass and intimidate Wichansky and other employees on
19 location.
20

169. Zowine and several Defendant Confederates returned to Zoel’s
headquarters on April 7, 2011 as well and continued to verbally and physically

21
22

harass and intimidate Wichansky, Eden, and other employees on location.
31
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1

170. Zowine and the several Defendant Confederates who returned to

2 Zoel’s headquarters on April 6 and 7, 2011 also attempted to gain access to
3 computers and computer data located onsite and to countermand various
4

instructions and directions they had received from Wichansky.
171. The acts of intimidation and harassment in which Zowine and the

5

several Defendant Confederates who entered Zoel’s headquarters on April 6 and

6 7, 2011 engaged placed Wichansky, Eden, and other employees on location in a
7 state of fear for their physical safety and/or for the physical safety of their co8

workers.
172. To protect himself and the Companies’ employees from Zowine,

9

Wichansky sought and obtained another injunction against harassment on April 6

10 or 7, 2011. Shortly thereafter, the superior court appointed a Receiver, Ted Burr
11 of Sierra Consulting, whom the Court referred to as the Management Consultant
12

(“MC”).
173. On or about June 10, 2011, Zowine filed an election to purchase

13

Wichansky’s interest in Zoel and thus take full ownership and control of the

14 company and its subsidiaries. After the election was made, the Court promptly
15 set down a return date for the valuation hearing.
16

ZOWINE’S TRUE MOTIVE IS UNVEILED
174. In preparation for the valuation hearing, wherein the Superior Court

17

was to determine the fair value of Wichansky’s stock in Zoel as of the day prior to

18 the filing of the dissolution petition, Wichansky retained several experts in various
19 fields to provide reports and testimony at trial.
20

175. In the course of their work, Wichansky’s experts discovered facts
and events that revealed the length and breadth of the fraud and the identity of

21
22

additional conspirators. Although Wichansky was previously aware that false or
32
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fraudulent bills had been submitted to AHCCCS, and indeed reported the same

2 to AHCCCS before the dissolution or election were made, as well as that Leon
3 was submitting false or fraudulent claims with the apparent acquiescence of both
4

Johnson and Zowine, and that Zowine was harassing, intimidating and
manipulating Wichansky, these experts revealed to Wichansky for the first time

5

the motive underlying Zowine’s scheme to manipulate Wichansky and take

6 control of Zoel.
7
8

176. Zowine’s motive was to suppress the investigation that Wichansky
had instituted in 2010 relating to billing irregularities at HHL to prevent any further
disclosures by Wichansky to AHCCCS or any other governmental agencies, and

9

to retaliate against Wichansky for his part in the investigation, attempts to stop

10 the submission of false and fraudulent claims which included whistleblowing to
11 the Government.
12

177.

Wichansky’s investigation threatened to unveil a scheme that

Zowine followers Johnson and Leon had perpetrated and were continuing to
13

perpetrate against private and government payors, including DDD, a state

14 agency that provides support and services for eligible people with autism,
15 cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and other physical and mental disabilities.
16

178. Wichansky’s experts also discovered that Johnson’s and Leon’s
billing misconduct was of vastly greater magnitude than Wichansky or Eden

17

could have suspected at the time Chase brought the accounts receivable issue to

18 Eden’s attention.
19
20

179. Wichansky’s experts opined that Johnson’s and Leon’s billing
misconduct could not have been accidental but instead that it was deliberate,
intentional, and almost certainly fraudulent.

21
22
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180. Johnson and Leon, who reported to Zowine, could not have

2 perpetrated the aforementioned billing scheme without Zowine’s knowledge.
3
4

181. Johnson and Leon could not have perpetrated the aforementioned
billing scheme without Zowine’s approval, whether tacit or express.
182. A detailed explanation of the medical billing fraud is set forth in the

5

action captioned United States of America, ex rel. Marc Wichansky, a natural

6 person v. Zoel Holding Company, Inc., No.: 13-CV-01924.

In the interest of

7 brevity, the factual allegations are incorporated by reference herein as if set forth
8

at length.
THE CONCEALMENT OF THE FRAUD CONTINUED EVEN AFTER THE

9
10

DISSOLUTION MOTION AND ELECTION WERE MADE
183. Johnson and Leon continued perpetrating the aforementioned billing

11 scheme despite the efforts by the superior court-appointed receiver, the MC, to
12

intervene and remove Johnson and Leon from the billing function.
184. Johnson and Leon interfered with the Management Consultant’s

13
14

efforts to investigate the billing irregularities in HHL.
185. Zowine protected Johnson and Leon even as the court-appointed

15 Management Consultant struggled to investigate the billing irregularities at HHL.
16

186. The Management Consultant reported to the Superior Court in the
dissolution proceeding that Zowine’s camp was interfering with his effort to

17
18

understand the billing irregularities in HHL.
187. The Management Consultant also reported to the Superior Court in

19 the dissolution proceeding that “Mr. Zowine… seems more than willing to
20

intentionally intimidate and harass people, including the MC.” The MC warned
that “Mr. Zowine appears to be continuing to harass and intimidate Mr.

21
22

Wichansky.” Moreover, Zowine has directed some of his wrath towards the MC
34
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himself, approaching him in public, outside of work (just as he did to Wichansky)

2 and insulting him using foul language and obscenities. The conduct of Zowine
3 caused the MC to expressz that “he had never seen a more mean-spirited and
4

spiteful person.”
188. More importantly, the Management Consultant revealed that Zowine

5

was manufacturing a cash crunch and devaluing the business. While Zowine

6 represented to both Wichansky and the Court that Zowine continuously
7 attempted to correct the Company’s cash shortfall, which Zowine claimed was a
8

major contributing reason to the Company’s eventual dissolution, Zowine actually
refused to cooperate with MC in giving him the necessary information to conduct

9

such a financial analysis, or conforming with MC’s cash saving suggestions

10 during the time period that the company could still be remedied.
11
12

189. Zowine represented to both Wichansky and the superior court that
Zoel was “immediately insolvent” and MC determined that was patently
misleading. MC asserted that if the Company would have simply addressed its

13

growth issues and reduced its expenses, the Zoel cash flow issue would have

14 not existed.
15
16

190. The MC asserted that the facts and statements Zowine asserted in
his Motion to Expedite the Valuation Hearing were “demonstrably false.”
191. All the while, Zowine was engaged in reckless business expansion,

17

billing, spending and overall behavior that was systematically reducing the value

18 of Zoel and its individual business units.
19
20

192. These

stonewalling

tactics

towards

the

MC

and

irresponsible tactics further perpetuated Zowine’s fraud and scheme to devalue
the Zoel before moving for dissolution.

21
22

directed
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193. The lengths to which Zowine went to ensure that the internal

2 investigation would be suppressed, including the staged deadlock and other
3 measures to manipulate Wichansky to relinquish his control and ownership of
4

Zoel and the subsequent interference with the Management Consultant’s
investigation, strongly suggest that Zowine knew and approved of the billing

5

misconduct.

6

194. The lengths to which Zowine went to ensure that the internal

7 investigation would be suppressed, including the staged deadlock and other
8

measures to manipulate Wichansky to relinquish control and ownership of Zoel
and

9

the

subsequent

interference

with

the

Management

Consultant’s

investigation, strongly suggest that Zowine knew about, approved, and/or was

10 directly involved in the formulation and/or implementation of the billing scheme.
11 WICHANSKY ATTEMPTS TO WITHDRAW HIS REQUEST FOR DISSOLUTION
12

OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, SET ASIDE ZOWINE’S ELECTION TO
PURCHASE WICHANSKY’S SHARES

13

195. Once

Wichansky

became

aware

that

Zowine’s

motive

for

14 manipulating him and seizing absolute control of Zoel was his desire to retaliate
15 and suppress the investigation at HHL, Wichansky moved the superior court,
16

inter alia, for leave to withdraw the dissolution petition and to set aside Zowine’s
election to purchase Wichansky’s half of the company.

17

196. The Court denied Wichansky’s motions to withdraw the dissolution

18 petition and to set aside Zowine’s election.
19
20

197. Rather than postponing the valuation trial until after Wichansky’s
allegation of fraudulent inducement could be fully aired, the superior court
bifurcated the case, such that the valuation trial proceeded in advance of any

21
22

adjudication of fault, i.e., liability for alleged wrongdoing and damages.
36
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1

decision was made, in part, on the purported cash crunch that Zoel was

2 experiencing.
3
4

198. The trial of the valuation issue was conducted over a five day period
in February 2012.
199. The superior court ruled that nothing that transpired in the valuation

5

trial would have preclusive effect in any subsequent trial of any claims the parties

6 might assert against each other.
7
8

200. Rather than focus on the value of Wichansky’s shares of Zoel as of
the date prior to the filing of the dissolution petition, the superior court heard and
considered evidence at the valuation trial regarding the impact of subsequent

9
10

events arising out of the billing fraud on the value of the company.
201. During the valuation hearing, Zowine presented false or misleading

11 information relating the financial health of Zoel and its individual business units,
12

which the superior court relied upon in evaluating the value of Zoel and the fair
value of Wichansky’s ownership interest in Zoel.

13

202. This reliance on misinformation substantially decreased the value of

14 Zoel, which in turn defrauded Wichansky out of the full market value of his 50%
15 of Zoel.
16

203. As part of its Rule 54(b) judgment of December 2012, the Superior
Court ordered that Zowine be permitted to purchase Wichansky’s shares of Zoel

17
18

at a price that Wichansky believes is materially below their value.
204. Rather than require Zowine to pay Wichansky in one lump sum, the

19 judgment spreads the payments over a five year period and permits Zowine to
20

place material portions of his payment obligation into an escrow account under
Zowine’s control to offset Zoel’s “contingent liabilities” arising from, inter alia, the

21
22

billing fraud. As part of its Rule 54(b) judgment of December 2012, the Superior
37
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Court ordered that, upon transferring his shares of Zoel stock to Zowine,

2 Wichansky would no longer be a shareholder of Zoel.
3
4

205. In addition to the significant legal fees and expenses associated with
the valuation trial, Wichansky has also incurred and continues to incur legal fees
and expenses seeking court intervention when Zowine fails to abide by the letter

5

or spirit of the Rule 54(b) judgment, including but not limited to his obligations

6 under the payment plan embodied in the judgment.
7
8

206. To this day, Wichansky and his experts cannot determine the full
extent of the billing fraud perpetrated by Zowine, largely because no one,
including Wichansky, has been able to regain complete access to the Stolen

9

Devices under the control of Zowine and his co-conspirators.

10
ZOWINE AND HIS CONFEDERATES ENGAGED IN MANY OTHER
11
12
13
14

INSTANCES OF INTIMIDATION, HARASSMENT AND RETALIATION, SOME
OF WHICH OCCURRED AFTER THE VALUATION HEARING
207. The following are some additional examples of retaliatory conduct:
208. In or about March, 2011, Zowine’s right hand man, Pat Shanahan,

15 called George Prussin, Wichansky’s father-in-law, and informed him that
16

Wichansky was a drug addict and implied that Wichansky was a pedophile. Pat
Shanahan had told Mr. Prussin that Wichansky had sex with Prussin’s daughter

17
18

before she was even a teenager.
209. On March 24, 2011, Kai Knowlton – Zowine’s co-conspirator and

19 one of the three Zoel employees who infiltrated the Team Select Leadership
20

Summit this past Friday – called Gillian Rogers – an employee who remained
loyal to Zoel and Wichansky before Wichansky was ousted – and was vile and

21
22

abusive towards her.
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210. On April 6, 2011, Zowine, Rio Mayo, Pat Shanahan and Brett

2 Costello entered the accounting department at the main corporate headquarters,
3 tried to force another employee to put two employees back on the payroll, and
4

generally acted in a threatening and intimidating manner.

Zowine also

threatened Jennifer Clayton, the controller, and stated that if she “didn’t watch
5

[herself], that [she] would be back in court having to answer more of the same

6 type of questions from the last court date.” Zowine was implying that she would
7 have to answer questions regarding allegations that she had sexual relations with
8

an employee of Zoel.
211. On April 7, 2011, Zowine came to the main office with Pat Shanahan

9

and others to continue their abuse.

Shanahan, seeing Eden enter another

10 employee’s office and close the door, attempted to push the door open and was
11 yelling obscenities.
12

As Eden opened the door, Pat Shanahan blocked the

doorway and did not allow Eden to pass. Eden had to push his way past the
door. He found Zowine on his computer with the internet browser opened for the

13

payroll direct deposit website, Eden’s personal email account, and other

14 websites. Zowine began to rant at Eden and name calling. Pat Shanahan and
15 another employee, Brett Costello, added their own insults and abuse. Eden tried
16

to leave the room and reached for his phone. Zowine knocked Eden’s hand
away from the phone.

17

212. On or about June 7, 2011, Zowine encouraged 22 employees to sign

18 and deliver a bogus “anniversary card” to owner Marc Wichansky.

The

19 comments were all designed to deride, mock and insult Wichansky. Moreover,
20

some comments make crude comments about his family.

21
22
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213. On or about, July 8, 2011, Zowine arrived at Wichansky’s office and

2 parked directly behind Wichansky’s parking spot and started shouting obscenities
3 and harassing him.
214. On September 21, 2011, Zowine sent an email to the Management

4

Consultant, a married man with two children, in which he insinuated that the
5

Management Consultant was having an inappropriate relationship with a 23 year

6 old employee of Zoel.
215. On October 14, 2011, Zowine sent an email to Wichansky indicating

7
8

that someone had seen a young Mexican boy get into Wichansky’s car for a
homosexual encounter or to purchase drugs.

9

216. That same evening, Zowine sent another email to Wichansky

10 regarding Wichansky’s purported nose bleeds and implying illicit drug use.
217. Zowine sent another email to Wichansky that same evening, this

11
12

time copying Robert Roos and Bill Quinlan, Zowine’s attorneys, and the
Management Consultant, and referring to Wichansky’s purported nose bleeds as

13

a “chronic condition.”

14

218. On October 11, 2011, Zowine sent an email to Wichansky with the

15 ominous threat that Justin Grant, a former Army Ranger, was “…definitely
16

look[ing] forward to seeing [Wichansky]. [Wichansky] might want to prepare for
that one especially.”

17

219. On or about October 21, 2011, Zowine orchestrated a “strike” by a

18 cadre of Zowine loyalists. Naturally, Zowine feigned ignorance over the entire
19 event.
20

The striking offices had forwarded all calls to the Management

Consultant’s mobile phone. Additionally, one of Zowine’s employees allegedly
posted a CraigsList ad that says, “For free puppies, call [the Management

21
22
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Consultant’s Personal Mobile Number]” in an effort to encourage multitudes of

2 strangers to call the MC on her personal number.
3
4

220. On or about October 25, 2011, after the strike had been contained
by the Management Consultant by promises that all striking employees would be
terminated, the Management Consultant advised the Court that “Mr. Zowine…

5

seems more than willing to intentionally intimidate and harass people, including

6 the MC.”
7
8

221. The conduct of Zowine caused the MC to say that “he had never
seen a more mean-spirited and spiteful person.” The MC also advised the Court
that “Mr. Zowine appears to be continuing to harass and intimidate Mr.

9

Wichansky” and that Zowine had directed some of his wrath towards the MC

10 himself, approaching him in public, outside of work (just as he did to Wichansky)
11 and calling him a “pussy” among other insults.
12

222. On November 4, 2011, the Court verbally admonished Zowine and
entered an Order, dated November 9, 2011, requiring Zowine to cease and

13

desist any unprofessional conduct directed towards the MC or the other side.

14 The Court specifically instructed Zowine that if it hears that Zowine engaged in
15 childish name calling, referring to someone named John as Johnny or “talking
16

about somebody’s private life in front of other people and accusing them of those
kind of behavior…” that the Court would sanction him. Mr. Zowine indicated that

17
18

he understood.
223. On or about November 12, 2011, while Wichansky and Eden were

19 meeting with each other at Mountain View Park in Scottsdale, Arizona, Zowine
20

pulled up next to Wichansky’s car in the parking lot and threatened to kill
Wichansky. He also shouted obscenities at Wichansky. Zowine spit phlegm at

21
22
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Wichansky after threatening to kill him, hitting him in the face and splattering the

2 window and the truck.
3
4

224. On December 20, 2011, Zowine harassed and intimidated Eden and
Eden’s eleven year-old son at a Christmas light ceremony at McCormick Railroad
Park in Scottsdale, Arizona.

5

225. During the weeklong trial from February 27, 2011 through March 2,

6 2011, Mr. Zowine had made comments to Wichansky and his wife during breaks
7 and in the hallways.
8

226. To this day, Zowine and the Defendant Confederates intentionally
continue to defame Wichansky, to interfere with his existing and prospective

9

business relations.

To this day, Zowine and the Defendant Confederates

10 intentionally continue to publish malicious, insulting, and humiliating false
11 statements about him to others, including but not limited to other employees of
12

Zoel and/or HHL, to prospective and current clients of Wichansky, and to
Wichansky’s friends and family.

13
14

227. The following actions took place after the valuation hearing:
228. On March 1, 2012, after counsel for Wichansky had a 24 hour bout

15 with food poisoning, Zowine made lewd remark about wanting to see counsel’s
16

vomit as proof that he had actually been sick.
229. On or about March 8, 2012, Zowine approached Wichansky while he

17

was eating in a mall food court with Richard Eden, and created a public spectacle

18 by yelling, cursing, and laughing at Wichansky and Eden. Wichansky was forced
19 to get the attention of the police for protection.
20

230. On or about March 28, 2012, Zowine had a Paradise Valley Police
Officer appear at Wichansky’s house with Zowine to allegedly recover Zoel

21
22
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property. This was done in front of Wichansky’s wife and kids purely to threaten

2 and intimidate Wichansky.
3
4

231. On or about February 7, 2013, Zowine filed litigation against
Wichansky in an attempt to interfere with his employment relationship with Team
Select.

5

232. On May, 31, 2013, after the completion of the deposition of Richard

6 Eden in the matter styled Zoel Holding Company, Inc., et al. v. Richard Eden, et
7 al., No. CV2013-01150, Zowine proceeded to threaten defense attorney Rodolfo
8

(“Rudy”) Parga in the presence of his [Zowine’s] counsel.
233. After the May 31, 2013 deposition concluded for a second time,

9

Zowine resumed his effort to intimidate Mr. Eden, prompting Mr. Parga to

10 reconvene the court reporter and counsel yet again.
11
12

234. On June 9, 2013, Zowine approached a close personal friend of
Wichansky and misrepresented that Wichansky’s wife was having an adulterous
affair with the manager of a local restaurant, and that Wichansky’s infant child

13

was illegitimate and the product of that affair.

14
ZOWINE AND HIS CO-CONSPIRATORS BEGIN THEIR CAMPAIGN TO
15
16

INTIMIDATE, HARASS AND THREATEN WICHANSKY IN AN EFFORT TO
DETER HIM FROM PURSUING HIS FEDERAL COMPLAINT

17
235. On June 14, 2013, Wichansky filed this action against Zowine, Zoel,
18

and the Individual Defendants, alleging inter alia violations of the retaliation

19 provisions of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729 et seq., the Computer
20 Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (the “CFAA”), Section 10(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78j, and Rule 10b-5 promulgated
21
22
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thereunder (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5), obstruction of justice clause of 42 U.S.C. §

2 1985(2), as well as a variety of state law tort claims.
3
4

236. Since the institution of Wichansky’s federal action, Zowine along with
certain of his confederates launched a systematic campaign of escalating
intimidation, harassment, physical violence, and disparagement directed at

5

Wichansky and members of Wichansky’s family as well as employees who

6 remained loyal to him, as a means of retaliating against Wichansky for having
7 filed the federal complaint and for continuing to pursue the investigation.
8

237. Zowine has also enlisted the participation of the Confederate
Defendants and others whereby together, they have continuously conspired,

9

engaged and continue to engage in an escalating series of threatening conduct

10 towards Wichansky using means of force, intimidation and threat in an effort to
11 deter Wichansky from attending to this pending federal court matter against
12

Zowine, Zoel and others.
238. Zowine has continued retaliating against Wichansky for his internal

13

investigation and subsequent reporting (both internally and to government

14 agencies) of the submission of false claims by an MGA subsidiary under
15 Zowine’s control, and more specifically, to “dissuade” Wichansky from exercising
16

his fundamental right to seek legal redress for his injuries that have arisen
through his recent federal complaint.

17

239. Zowine fears that, if either of Wichansky’s federal suits is successful,

18 it will be discovered that the billing inaccuracies Wichansky is revealing were
19 pervasive and attributable not to clerical errors on the part of Zowine’s staff, as
20

Zowine alleges, but to a gambit designed by Zowine to submit false claims to
healthcare payers and obtain hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars or

21
22

more in illicit proceeds to benefit him and his co-conspirators.
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240. Shortly after the filing to the federal complaint, Zowine and his

2 confederates renewed their efforts to harass and intimidate Wichansky.
241. On August 28, 2013, Wichansky’s birthday, two individuals who hid

3
4

their affiliation with MGA trespassed onto Team Select property for the purpose
of publicly mocking, humiliating, and intimidating Wichansky by delivering an

5

adulterated “singing telegram” to him in front of Lovell and his other Team Select

6 colleagues.
242. Video of the incident shows one of the individuals singing a song by

7
8

the Backstreet Boys while holding a blown up photograph of Mr. Wichansky
when he was a child. This picture was taken from Mr. Wichansky’s house by

9

Zowine well before litigation and has previously been circulated by Zowine via

10 email.
11
12

243. The automobile was later connected to MGA, Zowine’s company.
244. This singing telegram was performed in front of the Team Select
employees and was delivered by Zoel employees in a clear message of

13

retaliation intended to harass and humiliate Wichansky for filing the Federal

14 Complaint.
15
16

245. Wichansky subsequently discovered that one of the individuals who
perpetrated that trespass and false telegram was MGA employee and Zowine’s
confederate, Dan Mannicia.

17

246. Zowine and his co-conspirators struck again on December 13, 2013

18 when three of Zowine’s MGA subordinates intruded into a closed door meeting of
19 30 top executives and leaders of Wichansky’s employer at a local hotel,
20

demanding access to Wichansky.
247. Defendant Confederates Mayo, Grant and Knowlton, crashed the

21
22

annual Leadership Summit of Wichansky’s current employer, Home Health
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Agency – Arizona, Inc. d/b/a Team Select Home Care (“Team Select”), a three-

2 day event that Team Select President Michael Lovell (“Lovell”) scheduled back in
3 the summer of 2013 to take place at the Hotel Valley Ho in Scottsdale, Arizona.
4

248. During a Team Select leadership event on Friday, December 13,
2013, these three physically imposing individuals (one, a former UFC mixed

5

martial arts fighter formerly restrained by court order from harassing Wichansky;

6 another, a former Army Ranger who had harassed Wichansky through emails)
7 intruded into the private conference room in which the Leadership Summit was
8

taking place, aggressively demanding to know Wichansky’s whereabouts.
249. The MGA co-conspirators carried with them an approximately 5-foot

9

tall cardboard blowup of a photograph of Wilt Chamberlain, which bore insulting

10 comments meant for Wichansky and the first names of Defendant Confederates
11 Martha Leon (“Leon”) and Charles Johnson (“Johnson”), two individuals directly
12

implicated in the false claims scheme.
250. The Chamberlain cutout was in reference to an internet video posted

13

by Wichansky as part of an advocacy campaign to raise awareness of fraud in

14 the healthcare billing industry. The video, posted on November 24, 2013, uses a
15 photograph of the famous basketball player in illustrating the need to guard
16

against rampant billing fraud in the healthcare industry, which led Congress to
substantially expand the reach of the False Claims Act in 2009 and 2010.

17

251. After accomplishing their objective, the three intruders sprinted out of

18 the hotel and into an automobile that awaited them at the hotel entrance,
19 whereupon they rapidly sped away.
20

252. Wichansky’s employer and his colleagues were shocked by this
audacious and frightening intrusion.

21
22
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253. Because of the disruption and consequent apprehension that the

2 MGA intruders instilled in Leadership Summit attendees during the lunch event,
3 Wichansky’s employer was forced to cancel the scheduled afternoon meetings.
4

The disruption ruined Team Select’s Leadership Summit, particularly the
company’s morale building and strategic planning initiatives, and resulted in

5
6

wasted time and resources
254. The MGA intruders returned to the hotel that evening with dozens of

7 other Zowine subordinates. Crashing a private company event in a separate
8

section of the lobby, they physically and verbally intimidated Wichansky,
including shouting obscenities, calling him a loser and making anti-Semitic

9
10

remarks.
255. Defendant Maniccia, who Wichansky recognized as the “singer” who

11 delivered a singing telegram to him on August 28, 2013, his birthday, went
12

directly into Wichansky’s personal space, and thrust his hand within
approximately six inches of Wichansky’s upper body while mocking him and

13

calling him “Marky” solely to intimidate Wichansky. Maniccia appeared to be

14 over six feet tall: Wichansky, by contrast, is approximately five foot-five and
15 weighs approximately 160 pounds.
16

Having surrounded the reception area,

several MGA employees began shouting anti-Semitic remarks and death threats
at Wichansky in front of his Team Select colleagues, their significant others, and

17
18

children as if eager to humiliate and provoke a reaction from him.
256. Zowine’s MGA co-conspirators also threatened Wichansky’s Team

19 Select colleagues and their significant others as well, threatening to kill or injure
20

some of the men and calling the females highly inflammatory gender-based
obscenities.

21
22

257. Other co-conspirators told Wichansky that they would kill him.
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258. Shortly thereafter, the Scottsdale police department arrived on the

2 scene and, at Wichansky’s and Lovell’s request, escorted Wichansky out of the
3 hotel to ensure his personal safety while the Zowine gang was disbanded and
4

barred from returning.
259. These incidents,

5

which

caused Wichansky apprehension of

imminent physical harm is also disruptive to his relationship with his employer

6 and colleagues, necessitated police intervention.
260. Wichansky and his counsel have repeatedly asked Defendants’ lead

7
8

trial counsel in the various proceedings to admonish and attempt to control
Zowine and his loyal subordinates, but these requests have been futile.

9

261. Written responses are accompanied often by statements or

10 declarations by Zowine’s loyalists that stretch the bounds of credulity, including
11 the suggestion that physically imposing and erratically behaved Zowine, or the
12

former UFC fighter, Mayo, are fearful of Wichansky.
262. Unaware of events transpiring on the evening the December 13,

13

2013,

counsel emailed a letter the same evening to lead and local defense

14 counsel notifying them of the troubling intrusion by the co-conspirators during the
15 lunch event, expressing concern that such conduct denotes a threat of impending
16

harm to Wichansky or others, and urging their immediate attention.
263. Team Select attorney Rodolfo (“Rudy”) Parga, Jr. of the law firm

17

Ryley Carlock & Applewhite expressed similar concerns in a separate letter that

18 he emailed that evening.
19
20

264. To this day, neither Wichansky’s nor Team Select’s counsel have
been successful in eliciting a substantive response to the alarming events at the
Friday lunch event. Instead, in a perfunctory response to Mr. Parga’s email, lead

21
22

defense counsel expressed that Mr. Parga should have contacted Defendants’
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local counsel about the matter. The response also professed ignorance of the

2 incident, accused Mr. Parga of “posturing” for Team Select, and promised to
3 respond to his letter in “due course.”
4

265. Unfortunately, the alarming incidents that took place on December
13, 2013 at the Hotel Valley Ho involving Team Select and its leadership were

5

only the latest in a series of altercations that Zowine and the Defendant

6 Confederates have provoked in recent months with parties, witnesses, court
7 officials, and attorneys.
8

266. Zowine’s hostile nature manifested itself at the conclusion of a
deposition of Richard Eden, the former MGA Vice President of Finance who

9

assisted Wichansky in uncovering Defendants’ false claims to government

10 agencies, in connection with a state court proceeding captioned Zoel Holding
11 Company, Inc., et al. v. Richard Eden, et al., No. CV2013-01150.
12

267. Eden, a critical witness to the events that are the subject matter of
the instant litigation, also has been a victim of Defendants’ retaliatory,

13
14

intimidating, and threatening conduct.
268. Evidently dissatisfied with events that transpired during Eden’s

15 deposition, Zowine proceeded to “threaten” Team Select defense attorney Rudy
16

Parga “in the presence of his [Zowine’s] counsel.”
269. After the May 31, 2013 deposition concluded for a second time,

17

Zowine promptly resumed his confrontational behavior, requiring Mr. Parga to

18 reconvene the court reporter and counsel yet again. “Clearly, it is another means
19 to intimidate … I don’t believe you have any control over your client.”
20

270. Mr. Parga followed up with a letter to Zowine’s counsel wherein he
described

21
22

“[Zowine’s]

continued

and

escalating

throughout the case.
49
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271. Wichansky has suffered greatly as another intended result of the

2 actions of Zowine and his co-conspirators has been to drive a wedge in the
3 business relationship and expectancies that Wichansky shares with his current
4

employer, Team Select, his colleagues, and others.
272. These and other highly disturbing incidents since the filing of the

5

federal Complaint have caused Wichansky, his family, his attorneys, and his

6 employer to become increasingly alarmed and to fear for Wichansky’s personal
7 safety and economic circumstances, inter alia.
8

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

9

Unlawful Retaliation for Protected Conduct/
Violations of 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)

10

(All Defendants)
11

273. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

12 Complaint.
13
14

274. Pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3730(h), “any employee, contractor, or agent
shall be entitled to all relief necessary to make that employee, contractor, or
agent whole, if that employee, contractor, or agent is discharged, demoted,

15

suspended, threatened, harassed, or in any other manner discriminated against

16 in the terms and conditions of employment because of lawful acts done by the
17 employee, contractor, agent or associated others in furtherance of an action
18

under this section or other efforts to stop 1 or more violations of this subchapter.”
275. Wichansky, both as an agent and as an employee of Zoel, engaged

19

in several lawful acts in furtherance of “efforts to stop 1 or more violations of 31

20 U.S.C. §§ 3729 and 3730. Each of these acts were taken to investigate, report,
21 and stop the submissions of false and fraudulent claims to the Government. In
22
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the alternative, each of these acts were taken in furtherance of an action under

2 the False Claims Act.

Further, as a result of Wichansky’s self-disclosure to

3 AHCCCS-OIG on or about March 15, 2011, AHCCCS investigated the claims
4

alleged and found credible allegations of fraud.

Additionally, Wichansky

subsequently filed a qui tam (“whistleblower”) action on behalf of the United
5

States for violations of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729, et seq., which

6 has recently been unsealed and which Wichansky is now prosecuting
7
8

276. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by reporting to Zowine, the individual with de facto autonomy and
control over HHL, that he had instituted an investigation of false or fraudulent

9

billing in HHL stemming from information brought to his attention by Chase, and

10 by keeping Zowine abreast of the progress of that investigation through multiple
11 subsequent reports.
12

277. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by enlisting Eden, Zoel’s Vice President of Finance, to assist him

13
14

in investigating the submission of false or fraudulent claims to the Government.
278. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§

15 3729 and 3730 by enlisting Zoel’s controller, Jennifer DePorzio, to assist him in
16

investigating the submission of false or fraudulent claims to the Government.
279. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§

17

3729 and 3730 by consulting with Zowine to retain the services of Erin Ratchford

18 for purposes of assisting him with his investigation of the submission of false and
19 fraudulent claims to the Government.
20

280. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by engaging an external billing expert, Beth Schleeper, to

21
22
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investigate and advise on how to resolve the issues with the submission of false

2 and fraudulent claims to the Government.
3
4

281. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by reporting to Schleeper’s findings of false or fraudulent billing
practices to Zowine.

5

282. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§

6 3729 and 3730 by advising Zowine of Schleeper’s recommendation to terminate
7 Martha Leon and Charles Johnson, and to self-report to DDD, as well as
8

agreeing to adopt Schleeper’s recommendations.
283. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§

9

3729 and 3730 by meeting with and retaining a billing manager, Wall, to assist

10 him in investigating and to correct the improper billing practices that resulted in
11 the submission of false and fraudulent claims to the Government.
12

284. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by “whistleblowing” to the State of Arizona when he self-disclosed

13

to the Office of the Inspector General for AHCCCS the improper billing practices

14 of HHL and Zoel that resulted in the submission of false and fraudulent claims to
15 the Government before seeking to dissolve Zoel.
16

285. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by continuing his investigation into the improper billing practices

17

to determine the extent and magnitude of the false or fraudulent claims submitted

18 by Leon and Johnson.
19
20

286. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§
3729 and 3730 by retaining various experts and forensic auditors to determine
the extent and magnitude of the false or fraudulent claims to the Government.

21
22
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287. Wichansky also engaged in protected activity under 31 U.S.C. §§

2 3729 and 3730 by filing a qui tam complaint on behalf of the United States in the
3 action styled United States Of America, ex rel. Marc A. Wichansky v. Zoel
4

Holding Company, Inc., et al., 2:13-cv-01924. This action has only recently been
unsealed.

5

288. Individually, each of these acts would be deemed an effort to stop

6 one or more violations of 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729 and 3730 and therefore protected
7 activity. Additionally, many of these acts predated the harassment, intimidation
8

and retaliation Wichansky was subjected to for engaging in this protected activity.
289. Wichansky had a variety of roles as it related to Zoel. Wichansky

9

was a co-owner of Zoel. For his role as the owner of a 50% interest in Zoel,

10 Wichansky received a yearly distribution from Zoel.

Wichansky was also an

11 agent of Zoel as he was one of the directors on Zoel’s Board of Directors. For
12

his services as a director, Wichansky received a stipend. Wichansky was also
an employee of Zoel. For his services as an employee he received a salary and

13

a W-2 form at the end of each year. As such Wichansky was an employee and

14 agent of Zoel and HHL.
15
16

290. The protected activity referenced herein was not within the traditional
scope of Wichansky’s roles as employee, director, or owner of Zoel. HHL and
the home healthcare companies were essentially under Zowine’s management

17

and control. Zowine admitted as much in an email on March 17, 2011, where he

18 indicated that it was his duty and obligation to investigate and address issues in
19 regarding the Company’s billing process. Wichansky was not responsible for
20

regulatory compliance, investigating the submission of false or fraudulent claims
to the Government, or self-disclosing fraud to the Government.

21
22
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291. These were actions taken by Wichansky as a conscience and

2 principled employee and agent who was alerted to the submission of false and
3 fraudulent claims to the Government.
4

Wichansky acted upon information

gathered by him and by Eden, Ratchford, Schleeper, Wall, the experts retained
by Wichansky, and the superior court-appointed receiver Ted Burr.

5

This

information made it clear that a fraud on the government had been perpetrated

6 and would continue to be perpetrated unless actions were taken to stop the
7 fraud. This information would have formed a viable qui tam action on behalf of
8

the United States, and indeed Wichansky is pursuing such an action at this time.
292. Defendants Zowine, Zoel, HHL, and one or more of the Defendant

9

Confederates were aware of Wichansky’s investigation and efforts to stop

10 violations of the False Claims Act as Wichansky was regularly reporting to
11 Zowine and other employees of HHL, including Johnson, the progress of the
12

investigation, that Wichansky would take steps to change the billing process, that
Wichansky agreed with the recommendation to terminate Leon and Johnson, that

13

Wichansky self-disclosed to the AHCCCS-OIG, that Wichansky was continuing to

14 work with AHCCCS to ferret out the extent and magnitude of the false or
15 fraudulent claims submitted to the Government, and that Wichansky continued to
16

conduct his own investigation and reporting.
293. The misconduct attributed herein to Zowine, Zoel, HHL, and one or

17

more of the Defendant Confederates was designed – at least in part – to

18 intentionally discriminate, harass, threaten, and ultimately discharge Wichansky
19 from his employment in retaliation for his protected activity.
20

294. The misconduct attributed herein to Zowine, Zoel, HHL, and one or
more of the Defendant Confederates intentionally discriminated against,

21
22
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1

harassed, threatened, and ultimately resulted in the discharge of Wichansky from

2 his employment in retaliation for his protected activity.
295. The oppressive, intimidating, coercive, harassing, and violent

3
4

conduct attributed herein to Zowine, Zoel, HHL, and one or more of the
Defendant Confederates is just a sample of the intentional retaliatory actions

5

taken by Zowine and one or more of the Defendant Confederates against

6 Wichansky, his agents, contacts and associated others, including his wife.
296. The

7
8

intentional

harassment,

threats,

physical

violence,

discrimination, and discharge attributed to Zowine, Zoel, HHL and one or more of
the Defendant Confederates herein occurred not only in the workplace, but

9

outside of the workplace, and were at least in part to further their conspiracy to

10 retaliate against Wichansky, his agents, contractors, and associated others for
11 engaging in the investigation, reporting, and other protected conduct.
297. The retaliatory conduct discussed herein was done on behalf of Zoel

12

and HHL as any change to Zoel and HHL billing processes that prevented double
13

billing, overbilling or the submission of false and fraudulent claims would cause a

14 significant decrease in revenue to Zoel and HHL, which in turn would affect the
15 growth, number of employees employed by Zoel and HHL, and profit of Zoel and
16

HHL.
298. The retaliatory conduct discussed herein was done on behalf of Zoel

17

and HHL as a finding that HHL was submitting false or fraudulent claims could

18 result in millions or tens of millions of dollars in penalties and clawbacks from the
19 Government.
20

299. Zowine, Zoel, HHL, and one or more of the Defendant Confederates
knew that, if the retaliatory conduct successfully chilled Wichansky’s efforts to

21
22

investigate and reveal the submission of false or fraudulent claims, Zoel and HHL
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could avoid these penalties and continue to reap the benefits of their ill-gotten

2 gains.
3
4

300. The retaliatory conduct engaged in was also done to advance the
self-interest of Zowine and the individual Defendant Confederates. Each of these
individuals, in addition to Zoel and HHL, are individually liable for the damages

5
6

Wichansky sustained as a result of their retaliatory conduct.
301. Additionally, Defendants Zowine and one or more of the Defendant

7 Confederates who acted in concert with Zowine to exercise control and dominion
8

over the Companies and Wichansky were aware that Wichansky was engaging
in the protected activity. In this capacity, Zowine also became Wichansky’s de

9

facto employer by using Zoel and HHL for his own personal interests, namely the

10 continuation of a scheme to submitting false or fraudulent claims to the
11 Government. As such, with regard to HHL, a de facto employment relationship
12

exists between Wichansky on the one hand and Zowine on the other.
302. As a result of the retaliatory conduct by Zowine, Zoel, HHL and the

13

Defendant Confederates, Wichansky has been discriminated against and

14 adversely affected in the terms of his employment. Wichansky has been ousted
15 from his ownership and control of Zoel, has been maligned to former employees
16

and clients, has been harassed, intimidated and assaulted, has been discharged
from his employment at Zoel, and has accrued significant attorneys fees and

17

experts fees in reporting the illicit conduct engaged in by Zowine, Zoel, HHL and

18 the Defendant Confederates and defending against allegations by Zowine that he
19 perpetrated the insurance fraud.
20

303. Moreover, the continuing campaign of retaliation has adversely
affected his employment with his current employer, Team Select. Specifically,

21
22

the actions by Zowine, Zoel, HHL and Defendant Confederates have caused
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1

embarrassment and humiliation to Wichansky and the employees of Team

2 Select, and have distracted Wichansky from his work with Team Select.
3
4

304. By virtue of the retaliation alleged above, Wichansky has sustained
significant damages, including special damages and attorneys’ fees and costs, in
excess of $10,000,000.00 as a result of:

5
6

a.

Attorneys’ fees and costs of litigation;

b.

Attorneys’ fees and costs of retaining personal healthcare counsel
as a result of Zowine’s failure to agree to retain independent counsel

7

to represent Zoel;

8
c.
9

Attorneys’ fees and costs of retaining criminal counsel as a result of
the false accusation and misrepresentations in retaliation by Zowine

10

and his agents that Wichansky was responsible for medical billing

11

fraud;

12

d.

Attorneys’ fees and costs associated with defending lawsuit involving
a company called Team Select and other former employees of Zoel;

13

e.

14
15
16

Expert fees and costs, and other costs associated with investigating
medical fraud and billing improprieties;

f.

Loss of back pay, front pay and lost income;

g.

Loss of value of Wichansky’s 50% interest in Zoel due to Zowine and
Zowine’s agents conduct in devaluing Zoel;

17

h.

18
19
20

Loss of business and future income due to continued retaliation and
interference by Zowine, individually and on behalf of Zoel;

i.

and

j.

Attorneys’ fees and costs in filing and maintaining the instant cause
of action.

21
22
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(c)

3

(Individual Defendants Zowine, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson,
and P. Shanahan)

4

305. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
5
6

Complaint.
306. As set forth above, Zowine set up a secret remote office after he was

7 terminated during a weekend as a local grocery store and formulated plan to
8

obtain the for use at the secret office.
307. On or about February 4, 2011 and continuing on till this date,

9

Defendants Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson, and P. Shanahan (“CFAA

10 Defendants”) waited until Wichansky was out of the corporate offices when they
11 entered the company headquarters without authorization.
12

308. CFAA Defendants pushed aside company employees in the course
of gaining access to the company headquarters.

13

309. CFAA Defendants kicked the server room door open in the company

14 headquarters
15
16

310. CFAA Defendants attempted to image the company’s servers, but
abandoned the effort under the press of time.
311. CFAA Defendants ripped the servers from the wall

17

312. CFAA Defendants took the servers to the satellite office and also

18 removed in excess of 30 computers from company headquarters and took them
19 to the satellite office
20

313. Since that time, Zowine and his men repeatedly accessed
computers for at least 10 months to obtain information and to alter, erase, or

21
22

otherwise tamper with these are not the actions of defendants who had
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1

permission to access server’s information within and simply put that information

2 to an impermissible violent these are the actions of hackers.
3
4

314. None of these Defendants had authorization to access those
computers or the server.

They had not been specifically authorized by

Wichansky, nor was it within their job description or duties to so access those
5

computers.

Moreover, Zowine did not have the authority to authorize these

6 CFAA Defendants to access or take the servers or computers.
7
8

315. At the time of this unauthorized access, David Zowine had been
terminated and therefore lacked authorization.

Wichansky is appealing a

decision by the superior court that he could not terminate Zowine.
9

316. Furthermore, even if David Zowine was not terminated, he did not

10 have authorization to access or take the servers. The computers and servers
11 were the property of Zoel, a corporation, and not the individual property of either
12

Zowine or Wichansky. Neither Zowine’s role as part owner, director or vicepresident gave him authorization to access, alter, damage or remove the

13
14

company’s servers and computers.
317. Moreover,

neither

Zowine

nor

the

CFAA

Defendants

had

15 authorization to access Wichansky’s personal computer.
16

318. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,
i.e., the Stolen Devices, were a “protected computer” under the CFAA. These

17
18

computers were also used in interstate business.
319. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also a “protected

19 computer” under the CFAA.
20

320. Individual

Defendants

accessed

Wichansky’s personal office computer intentionally.
21
22
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1

321. Individual

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

2 Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization, or, in the alternative,
3 exceeded authorized access to them.
322. Individual Defendants obtained information from the Stolen Devices

4

and Wichansky’s personal office computer.
5

323. In order the access, image and preserve this data, Wichansky had to

6 retain an independent company to recover the data at substantial cost to
7 Wichansky in or around July 15, 2011.
324. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a

8

loss of $5,000 or more. Indeed, Wichansky has personally sustained damages in
9

excess of $150,000.00.

10

325. CFAA Defendants and Zowine continue to access the data to this

11 day.
12

326. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused the
potential modification or impairment of the medical examination, diagnosis,

13
14

treatment, or care of one or more individuals.
327. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused a

15 threat to public health or safety.
16

328. The misconduct alleged herein constitutes a violation of 18 U.S.C.
1030(a)(2)(C).

17

329. Plaintiff has further suffered damage and loss through the cost of

18 responding to the offenses, including conducting damage assessments and
19 restoring data, programs, systems and or information to its condition prior to the
20

offenses.

21
22
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(4)

3

(Individual Defendants Zowine, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson, P.
Shanahan)

4

330. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
5
6

Complaint.
331. As set forth above, Zowine set up a secret remote office after he was

7 terminated during a weekend as a local grocery store and formulated plan to
8

obtain the for use at the secret office.
332. On or about February 4, 2011 and continuing on till this date,

9

Defendants Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson, and P. Shanahan (“CFAA

10 Defendants”) waited until Wichansky was out of the corporate offices when they
11 entered the company headquarters without authorization.
12

333. CFAA Defendants pushed aside company employees in the course
of gaining access to the company headquarters.

13

334. CFAA Defendants kicked the server room door open in the company

14 headquarters
15
16

335. CFAA Defendants attempted to image the company’s servers, but
abandoned the effort under the press of time.
336. CFAA Defendants ripped the servers from the wall

17

337. CFAA Defendants took the servers to the satellite office and also

18 removed in excess of 30 computers from company headquarters and took them
19 to the satellite office
20

338. Since that time, Zowine and his men repeatedly accessed
computers for at least 10 months to obtain information and to alter, erase, or

21
22

otherwise tamper with these are not the actions of defendants who had
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permission to access server’s information within and simply put that information

2 to an impermissible violent these are the actions of hackers.
3
4

339. None of these Defendants had authorization to access those
computers or the server.

They had not been specifically authorized by

Wichansky, nor was it within their job description or duties to so access those
5

computers.

Moreover, Zowine did not have the authority to authorize these

6 CFAA Defendants to access or take the servers or computers.
7
8

340. At the time of this unauthorized access, David Zowine had been
terminated and therefore lacked authorization.

Wichansky is appealing a

decision by the superior court that he could not terminate Zowine.
9

341. Furthermore, even if David Zowine was not terminated, he did not

10 have authorization to access or take the servers. The computers and servers
11 were the property of Zoel, a corporation, and not the individual property of either
12

Zowine or Wichansky. Neither Zowine’s role as part owner, director or vicepresident gave him authorization to access, alter, damage or remove the

13
14

company’s servers and computers.
342. Moreover,

neither

Zowine

nor

the

CFAA

Defendants

had

15 authorization to access Wichansky’s personal computer.
16

343. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,
i.e., the Stolen Devices, were a “protected computer” under the CFAA. These

17
18

computers were also used in interstate business.
344. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also a “protected

19 computer” under the CFAA.
20

345. Individual

Defendants

accessed

Wichansky’s personal office computer intentionally.
21
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1

346. Individual

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

2 Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization, or, in the alternative,
3 exceeded authorized access to them.
347. Individual Defendants obtained information from the Stolen Devices

4

and Wichansky’s personal office computer.
5

348. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,

6 i.e., the Stolen Devices, was a “protected computer” under the CFAA.
349. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also a “protected

7
8

computer” under the CFAA.
350. Individual

9

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

Wichansky’s personal office computer knowingly and with the intent to defraud.

10

351. Individual

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

11 Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization, or, in the alternative,
12

exceeded authorized access to them.
352. In order the access, image and preserve this data, Wichansky had to

13

retain an independent company to recover the data at substantial cost to

14 Wichansky in or around July 15, 2011.
353. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a

15
16

loss of $5,000 or more. Indeed, Wichansky has personally sustained damages in
excess of $150,000.00.

17

354. CFAA Defendants and Zowine continue to access the data to this

18 day.
19
20

355. By means of the aforementioned conduct, Individual Defendants
obtained things of value.

21
22
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356. By means of the aforementioned conduct, Individual Defendants

2 furthered the intended frauds on Wichansky, on Zoel and HHL, and/or on private
3 and government payors for HHL’s staffing services.
4

357. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a
loss of $5,000 or more.

5

358. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused the

6 potential modification or impairment of the medical examination, diagnosis,
7 treatment, or care of one or more individuals.
8

359. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused a
threat to public health or safety.

9

360. The misconduct alleged herein constitutes a violation of 18 U.S.C.

10 1030(a)(4).
11
12

361. Plaintiff has further suffered damage and loss through the cost of
responding to the offenses, including conducting damage assessments and
restoring data, programs, systems and or information to its condition prior to the

13
14

offenses.
362. Wichansky is entitled to an award of compensatory damages in an

15 amount to be proven at trial.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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1

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(5)(c)

3

(Individual Defendants Zowine, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson,
and P. Shanahan)

4

363. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
5
6

Complaint.
364. As set forth above, Zowine set up a secret remote office after he was

7 terminated during a weekend as a local grocery store and formulated plan to
8

obtain the for use at the secret office.
365. On or about February 4, 2011 and continuing on till this date,

9

Defendants Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson, and P. Shanahan (“CFAA

10 Defendants”) waited until Wichansky was out of the corporate offices when they
11 entered the company headquarters without authorization.
12

366. CFAA Defendants pushed aside company employees in the course
of gaining access to the company headquarters.

13

367. CFAA Defendants kicked the server room door open in the company

14 headquarters
15

368. CFAA Defendants attempted to image the company’s servers, but

16 abandoned the effort under the press of time.
369. CFAA Defendants ripped the servers from the wall
17
370. CFAA Defendants took the servers to the satellite office and also
18
removed in excess of 30 computers from company headquarters and took them
19 to the satellite office
20
21
22

371. None of these Defendants had authorization to access those
computers or the server.

They had not been specifically authorized by
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1

Wichansky, nor was it within their job description or duties to so access those

2 computers.
3
4

372. Since that time, Zowine and his men repeatedly accessed
computers to obtain information and to alter, erase, or otherwise tamper with
these are not the actions of defendants who had permission to access server’s

5

information within and simply put that information to an impermissible violent

6 these are the actions of hackers.
7
8

373. At the time of this unauthorized access, David Zowine had been
terminated and Wichansky is appealing the decision of the Court that he could
not terminate Zowine.

9

374. Furthermore, even if David Zowine was not terminated, he did not

10 have authorization to access or take the servers. The computers and servers
11 were the property of Zoel, a corporation, and not the individual property of either
12

Zowine or Wichansky. Neither Zowine’s role as part owner, director or vicepresident gave him authorization to access, damage or remove the company’s

13

servers and computers. Moreover, neither Zowine nor the CFAA Defendants

14 had authorization to access Wichansky’s personal computer.
15
16

375. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,
i.e., the Stolen Devices, was a “protected computer” under the CFAA.
376. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also a “protected

17
18

computer” under the CFAA.
377. Individual

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

the

Stolen

Devices

and

19 Wichansky’s personal office computer intentionally.
20

378. Individual

Defendants

accessed

Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization, or, in the alternative,
21
22

exceeded authorized access to them.
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1

379. Individual Defendants obtained information from the Stolen Devices

2 and Wichansky’s personal office computer.
3
4

380. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a
loss of $5,000 or more. Indeed, Wichansky has personally sustained damages in
excess of $150,000.00.

5

381. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,

6 i.e., the Stolen Devices, was a “protected computer” under the CFAA.
7
8

382. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also “protected” under
the CFAA.
383. Individual

9
10

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

the

Stolen

Devices

and

Wichansky’s personal office computer intentionally.
384. Individual

Defendants

accessed

11 Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization.
12

385. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a
loss of $5,000 or more.

13

386. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered

14 damage.
15
16

387. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused the
potential modification or impairment of the medical examination, diagnosis,
treatment, or care of one or more individuals.

17

388. Also, or in the alternative, the misconduct alleged herein caused a

18 threat to public health or safety.
19
20

389. The misconduct alleged herein constitutes a violation of 18 U.S.C.
1030(a)(5)(C).
390. Plaintiff has further suffered damage and loss through the cost of

21
22

responding to the offenses, including conducting damage assessments and
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1

restoring data, programs, systems and or information to its condition prior to the

2 offenses.
3
4

391. Wichansky is entitled to an award of compensatory damages in an
amount to be proven at trial.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

5

Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(b)

6

(Individual Defendants Zowine, Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson,

7

and P. Shanahan)

8

392. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.

9

393. As set forth above, Zowine set up a secret remote office after he was

10 terminated during a weekend as a local grocery store and formulated plan to
11 obtain the for use at the secret office.
12

394. On or about February 4, 2011 and continuing on till this date,
Defendants Ilardo, Mayo, Narducci, Costello, Johnson, and P. Shanahan (“CFAA

13

Defendants”) waited until Wichansky was out of the corporate offices when they

14 entered the company headquarters without authorization.
15
16

395. CFAA Defendants pushed aside company employees in the course
of gaining access to the company headquarters.
396. CFAA Defendants kicked the server room door open in the company

17
18

headquarters
397. CFAA Defendants attempted to image the company’s servers, but

19 abandoned the effort under the press of time.
20

398. CFAA Defendants ripped the servers from the wall

21
22
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1

399. CFAA Defendants took the servers to the satellite office and also

2 removed in excess of 30 computers from company headquarters and took them
3 to the satellite office
4

400. None of these Defendants had authorization to access those
computers or the server.

5

They had not been specifically authorized by

Wichansky, nor was it within their job description or duties to so access those

6 computers.
7
8

401. Since that time, Zowine and his men repeatedly accessed
computers to obtain information and to alter, erase, or otherwise tamper with
these are not the actions of defendants who had permission to access server’s

9

information within and simply put that information to an impermissible violent

10 these are the actions of hackers.
11
12

402. At the time of this unauthorized access, David Zowine had been
terminated and Wichansky is appealing the decision of the Court that he could
not terminate Zowine.

13

403. Furthermore, even if David Zowine was not terminated, he did not

14 have authorization to access or take the servers. The computers and servers
15 were the property of Zoel, a corporation, and not the individual property of either
16

Zowine or Wichansky. Neither Zowine’s role as part owner, director or vicepresident gave him authorization to access, damage or remove the company’s

17

servers and computers. Moreover, neither Zowine nor the CFAA Defendants

18 had authorization to access Wichansky’s personal computer.
19
20

404. Each of Zoel’s computers, corporate servers, and e-mail servers,
i.e., the Stolen Devices, was a “protected computer” under the CFAA.
405. Wichansky’s personal office computer was also a “protected

21
22

computer” under the CFAA.
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1

406. Individual

Defendants

accessed

the

Stolen

Devices

and

the

Stolen

Devices

and

2 Wichansky’s personal office computer intentionally.
3
4

407. Individual

Defendants

accessed

Wichansky’s personal office computer without authorization, or, in the alternative,
exceeded authorized access to them.

5

408. Individual Defendants obtained information from the Stolen Devices

6 and Wichansky’s personal office computer.
7
8

409. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Wichansky suffered a
loss of $5,000 or more. Indeed, Wichansky has personally sustained damages in
excess of $150,000.00.

9

410. Individual Defendants conspired to commit violations of 18 U.S.C. §§

10 1030(a)(2)(c), 1030(a)(4), and 1030(a)(5)(C).
11
12

411. The misconduct alleged herein constitutes a violation of 18 U.S.C.
1030(b).
412. Wichansky has further suffered damage and loss through the cost of

13

responding to the offenses, including conducting damage assessments and

14 restoring data, programs, systems and or information to its condition prior to the
15 offenses.
16

413. Wichansky is entitled to an award of compensatory damages in an
amount to be proven at trial.

17

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

18

Violation of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 Thereunder

19

(Defendant Zowine)

20

414. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.

21
22
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1

415. The filing of a petition for judicial dissolution of a corporation

2 pursuant to A.R.S. § 10-1430 effectively grants the non-petitioning shareholder(s)
3 a call, i.e., a right or option to purchase the petitioner’s shares at “fair value”
4

within a specified period of time pursuant to A.R.S. § 10-1434.
416. Zowine, through the conduct alleged herein, carried out a plan,

5

scheme, and course of conduct, with the intention of defrauding Wichansky to file

6 a petition for judicial dissolution of Zoel and thereby grant Zowine a call for
7 Wichansky’ shares of stock in the company. In furtherance of the unlawful plan,
8

scheme, or course of conduct, Zowine took the actions set forth herein.
417. In conjunction with his terroristic behavior, Zowine presented

9

misleading financial statements, facts, statements and/or omissions to both

10 Wichansky and the Superior Court during the valuation, in addition to engaging in
11 reckless business behavior that purposefully hampered the value of Zoel leading
12

up to the valuation hearing.
418. Zowine: (i) employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud; (ii)

13

made untrue statements of material fact and/or omitted to state material facts

14 necessary to make the statements not misleading; and (iii) engaged in acts,
15 practices and a course of business which operated as a fraud and deceit upon
16

Wichansky in an effort to fraudulently induce Wichansky to grant a call as to his
50% ownership interest in Zoel in violation of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act

17
18

and Rule 10b-5.
419. Zowine had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and

19 omissions of material facts set forth herein, or acted with reckless disregard for
20

the truth in that he failed to ascertain and to disclose such facts, even though
such facts were readily available to him.

21
22
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1

420. Zowine’s material misrepresentations and/or omissions were done

2 with scienter, and/or knowingly or recklessly and for the purpose and effect of
3 misrepresenting and concealing material facts in furtherance of Zowine’s
4

scheme.
421. As a result of the dissemination of the materially false and

5

misleading information and failure to disclose material facts, as set forth above,

6 Wichansky relied on Zowine’s misrepresentations and/or omissions.
7
8

422. At the time of said misrepresentations and omissions, Wichansky
was ignorant of their falsity, and believed them to be true.

Had Wichansky

known of the true facts concerning Zowine’s fraudulent scheme, Wichansky
9

would not have filed for dissolution which ultimately resulted in the sale of his

10 stock in Zoel.
11
12

423. Wichansky has been damaged, and continues to suffer damage, as
a result of Zowine’s misrepresentations and/or omissions in connection with the
purchase or sale of his stock.

13

424. Zowine possessed the requisite mental state, embracing the intent to

14 deceive, manipulate, and/or defraud Wichansky, in connection with the purchase
15 or sale of his stock.
16

425. Zowine’s misconduct alleged herein constitutes a violation of Section
10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder.

17

426. Wichansky has been damaged as a direct and proximate result of

18 Zowine’s fraud and is entitled to compensatory damages in an amount to be
19 determined at trial.
20

427. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by
willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled

21
22

to punitive damages.
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1

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Violation of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 Thereunder

3

(Defendant Zowine)

4

428. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.

5

429. Defendant Zowine, with scienter, by use of the means or

6 instrumentalities of interstate commerce or of the mails, in connection with the
7 purchase or sale of securities: (a) employed devices, schemes, or artifices to
8

defraud; (b) made untrue statements of material fact or omissions to state
material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the

9

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; and/or (c) engaged

10 in acts, practices or courses of business which operated or would operate as a
11 fraud or deceit.
12

430. Zowine’s first securities fraud violation was in manufacturing a cash
shortage in Zoel’s business units to devalue Wichansky’s shares in Zoel and

13

force Wichansky to quickly proceed to a valuation hearing.

Zowine

14 misrepresented to both Wichansky and the Court that Zoel was “immediately
15 insolvent” and that the problem was the lack of collections and failures by the
16

MC. The MC determined that was patently misleading and that the facts and
statements Zowine asserted in his Motion to Expedite the Valuation Hearing

17
18

were “demonstrably false.”
431. One of the main culprits behind the cash shortage and devaluation

19 of Zoel was the unilateral actions of David Zowine, without authorization from
20

Wichansky, the Management Consultant or the Court.

Specifically, Zowine

promoted uncontrolled and rapid growth in the Home Healthcare divisions of
21
22

Zoel. All the while, Zowine was engaged in reckless business expansion, billing,
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1

spending and overall behavior that was systematically reducing the value of the

2 Company.

When these actions resulted in a “cash crunch” in Zoel, Zowine

3 misrepresented to the Court that these issues resulted from collections issues
4

and failures on the part of the MC. MC asserted that if the Company would have
simply addressed its growth issues and reduced its expenses, the Zoel cash flow

5
6

issue would have not existed.
432. Further, the Management Consultant noted that the employees

7 working under Zowine’s direct supervision were greatly extending the time
8

between when invoices went out and when payment was received because the
invoicing was not done correctly and the proper authorizations were not being

9

obtained. According to the MC, Zowine apparently encouraged his subordinate’s

10 resistance to the changes the MC recommended to fix this lag. As a result, this
11 exacerbated the cash situation in the individual Home Healthcare business units
12

because the nurses’ compensation was immediately due and payable while
payment from insurance companies and DDD would be delayed. What’s more,

13

the failure to obtain authorizations would result in the denial of claims and cause

14 Zoel to pay nurses without the prospect of receiving payment for these services.
15 This, in turn, devalued Wichansky’s ownership interest in Zoel.
16

433. Additionally, upon information and belief, Zowine was also holding
back the submission of claims and invoices to further exacerbate the cash

17
18

crunch.
434. The Management Consultant intended to demonstrate these facts at

19 the November 4, 2011 hearing but did not do so after the Court relieved him of
20

any obligation as to the Zoel billing processes.
435. Moreover, upon information and belief and allegations made by the

21
22

Management Consultant’s attorney, Mr. Zowine assisted or acted in a manner
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1

that was benefiting employees in his suit against Zoel. Apparently, Zowine had

2 forwarded confidential information to employees who had suits against the
3 company. Zowine has omitted this fact. As a result, this directly impacted the
4

value of Wichansky’s interest as a corresponding increase in liabilities would
cause a decrease in the price of Wichansky’s shares.

5

436. Zowine used this misrepresentation, omissions and act to defraud

6 the Court, the Management Consultant and Wichansky to hold a valuation
7 hearing in less than a year from Zowine’s election and before discovery could be
8

completed and before the issues with AHCCCS could be resolved.
437. As a result of this accelerated valuation hearing, Wichansky was

9

deprived of conducting a full investigation into Zowine’s wrongdoing, obtaining a

10 full accounting of the medical billing fraud, taking the depositions of and having
11 Ted Burr and his staff as witnesses at trial, and determining the outcome of the
12

AHCCCS investigation. If full discovery revealed that Wichansky was defrauded
into believing that there was a deadlock or that Zowine was engaging in

13

retaliatory conduct to frustrate the investigation into the medical billing fraud to

14 avoid the revelation that Zowine was at the center of the fraud, then Wichansky
15 would have renewed his motion to set aside the election or withdraw his request
16

or dissolution, which would have prevented the sale of Wichansky’s securities.
Moreover, if discovery was completed a full trial on all issues of wrongdoing

17

would have prevented the Court from assessing 50% of all contingent liabilities

18 for Zoel on Wichansky.
19
20

438. Another securities fraud violation occurred by Zowine orchestrating
and concealing the fraudulent scheme to submit false and fraudulent claims to
the Government. After these acts resulted in an AHCCCS-OIG investigation,

21
22

which in turn resulted in the suspension of payment, Zowine, as well as his lay
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1

and expert witnesses introduced evidence that gave the Court the impression

2 that several of the most valuable business units were worthless because of an
3 ongoing AHCCCS investigation.
4

439. In Zowine’s valuation expert, Kotzin Valuation Partners (“KVP”),
report, KVP noted that AHCCCS (DDD), one of Zoel’s largest payors, suspended

5

all payments to HHL and anticipated that DDD would suspend all payments as

6 well. KVP revised its value of HHL stating, “…additional liability relating to the
7 HHL-related investigations could exceed $1million. Therefore, the net equity in
8

HHL after the anticipated liabilities is assumed to be zero.”

The Court, in

reviewing these statements, decreased the value of Wichansky’s shares in Zoel.
9

440. A further securities fraud violation occurred by Zowine’s omission

10 regarding his attempts to devalue the company. Both of the valuation experts’
11 opinions were based, in part, on documents provided by the Management
12

Consultant. The experts looked at these figures and the current financial health
of the company, and used these lower values when determining the worth of the

13
14

individual business units and Zoel as a whole.
441. The Management Consultant specifically indicated that he could not

15 make any assurances about the accuracy of the company records created prior
16

to his appointment.

Further, the state of the company's records may have

influenced and affected the records created while the Management Consultant
17

had been preparing such records. Also, the Management Consultant necessarily

18 relied upon Zoel systems and Zowine’s subordinates, who are the ones who
19 input information. Neither the Management Consultant, nor the Parties, audited
20

the Zoel company records.
442. These material misrepresentations, omissions and acts by Zowine

21
22

violate Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 sections (b) and (c)
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1

because they are misrepresentations, omissions and acts which operated or

2 would operate as a fraud or deceit.
3
4

443. These misrepresentations and failures to disclose by Zowine were
made with scienter and were reasonably relied upon by Wichansky, the Court,
the Management Consultant and the Parties’ respective experts to Wichansky’s

5

ultimate detriment. Zowine’s statements to buy Wichansky’s interest for “pennies

6 on the dollar” also evidences intent on Zowine’s part to commit devalue
7 Wichansky’s interest in Zoel. This was Zowine’s single most important objectives
8

since he began his campaign to harass and intimidate Wichansky.

He later

flaunted this when he told Marc that he had successfully stolen the company
9

from Wichansky.

This establishes the misrepresentations, omissions and

10 wrongful conduct were in connection with the sale of Wichansky’s securities.
11 The ultimate sale of Wichansky’s shares was the primary objective of the fraud
12

created by Zowine.
444. The state court judge went to great pains to assure that the Hearing

13

not address issues related to billing fraud, or Zowine’s fraudulently manufactured

14 deadlock.
15
16

445. Through the activities described above, Zowine employed a scheme,
device and artifice to defraud that, in fact, operated as a fraud upon Wichansky.
446. As a result of Zowine’s securities fraud, Wichansky sold his shares

17

in Zoel for far less than it was worth. Wichansky’s shares are a security as

18 defined by the Exchange Act. As such the misconduct discussed herein was in
19 connection with the sale and purchase of a security.
20

447. Wichansky has suffered substantial monetary damages as a
proximate result of Zowine’s securities fraud.

21
22
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1

448. By reason of the actions alleged herein, the Defendants violated

2 Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule 10b-5
3 thereunder [17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5].
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

4

Violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1985(2)
5
6

(Individual Defendants Zowine, Mayo, Knowlton, Grant, Maniccia)
449. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

7 Complaint.
8

450. For the facts set forth in this Count and through the Complaint, it is
clear that Individual Defendants conspired to commit violations of 42 U.S.C. §

9
10

1985(2).
451. Since the institution of Wichansky’s federal action, Zowine along with

11 certain of his co-conspirators launched a systematic campaign of escalating
12

intimidation, harassment, physical violence, and disparagement directed at Wichansky
and members of Wichansky’s family, as well as Team Select employees and former

13

Zoel employees who remained loyal to him, as a means of deter Wichansky from

14 seeking redress from the State and Federal Courts.
15
16

452. Zowine has also enlisted the participation of the Confederate Defendants
and others whereby together, they have continuously conspired, engaged and continue
to engage in an escalating series of threatening conduct towards Wichansky using

17

means of force, intimidation and threat in an effort to deter Wichansky from

18 attending to this pending federal court matter against Zowine.
19
20

453. Zowine’s conspiracy is intended to not only retaliate against Wichansky
for his internal investigation and subsequent reporting (both internally and to
government agencies) of the submission of false claims by a Zoel subsidiary under

21
22
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1

Zowine’s control, but to also deter Wichansky from exercising his fundamental right to

2 seek legal redress for his injuries that have arisen through this federal action.
454. Zowine fears that, if either of Wichansky’s federal suits, the qui tam or the

3
4

instant action, is successful, it will be discovered that the billing inaccuracies Wichansky
is revealing were pervasive and attributable not to clerical errors on the part of Zowine’s

5

staff as Zowine alleges but to a scheme designed by Zowine to submit false claims to

6 healthcare payors and obtain hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars or more
7 in illicit proceeds to benefit him and his co-conspirators.
455. Plaintiff filed the original federal complaint in this matter on June 4,

8
2013.
9

456. Shortly thereafter the intimidation and threats began. On August 28,

10 2013, Wichansky’s birthday, two individuals who hid their affiliation with MGA
11 trespassed onto Team Select property for the purpose of publicly mocking, humiliating,
12

and intimidating Wichansky by delivering an adulterated “singing telegram” to him in
front of Lovell and his other Team Select colleagues.

13

457. Zowine and his co-conspirators struck again on December 13, 2013

14 when three of Zowine’s MGA subordinates, intruded into a closed door meeting of 30
15 top executives and leaders of Wichansky’s employer at a local hotel, demanding
16

access to Wichansky.
458. During the Team Select event on Friday, December 13, 2013, these three

17

physically imposing individuals (one, a former UFC mixed martial arts fighter formerly

18 restrained by court order from harassing Wichansky; another, a former Army Ranger
19 who had harassed Wichansky through emails) intruded into the private conference
20

room in which the Leadership Summit was taking place, demanding to know
Wichansky’s whereabouts. After presenting him with a card board cut-out referencing

21
22

an internet video Wichansky and making several statements, the three intruders
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1

sprinted out of the hotel and into an automobile that awaited them at the hotel entrance,

2 whereupon they rapidly sped away.
3
4

459. Because of the disruption and consequent apprehension that the MGA
intruders instilled in Leadership Summit attendees during the lunch event, Wichansky’s
employer was forced to cancel scheduled afternoon meetings. The disruption ruined

5

Team Select’s Leadership Summit, particularly the company’s morale building and

6 strategic planning initiatives, and resulted in wasted time and resources
7
8

460. The MGA intruders returned to the hotel that evening with dozens of other
Zowine’s subordinates to crash a private Team Select company event. The Zoel
employees physically and verbally intimidated Wichansky, shouting obscenities, threats

9

and anti-Semitic remarks. They also targeted Team Select employees and shouted

10 obscenities and threats at those employees.
11
12

461. Another Defendant, Don Maniccia (“Maniccia”) went directly into
Wichansky’s personal space, and thrust his hand within approximately six inches of
Wichansky’s upper body while mocking him. Maniccia appeared to be over six feet tall:

13

Wichansky, by contrast, is approximately five foot-five and weighs approximately 150

14 pounds.
15
16

462. During this time, several of the Zoel employees were seen on the
telephone. Upon information and belief, these employees were speak with Zowine and
advising him of what was happening at the Team Select event.

17

463. Further, a few days later, on or about December 20, 2013, Zowine

18 approached Wichansky while he was meeting with his attorney at a restaurant. Zowine
19 made several comments regarding “covering Wilt”, which was a reference to
20

Wichansky’s activism on bringing attention to rampant Medicare fraud and abuse.
464. Additionally, in or around late December of 2013, Marc Wichansky’s

21
22

father-in-law received a letter and draft complaint from an Arizona attorney who
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1

held himself out to be counsel for Zowine. This attorney indicated that if Mr.

2 Prussin did not contact him, he would file the draft complaint.
3
4

465. Wrongful acts alleged herein were overt acts of two or more
Defendants in furtherance of a civil conspiracy.
466. Whereas the purpose of the conspiracy was to deter Plaintiff by

5

means of force, intimidation and threat from attending to his pending federal

6 court matter;
7
8

467. Whereas the purpose of the conspiracy was to injure Plaintiff on
account of his pursing and so attending to a pending federal action;
468. By virtue of the conspiracy alleged above, Wichansky was injured

9

and has sustained significant damages, including special damages and

10 attorneys’ fees and costs, as follows:
11

a.

Plaintiff demands judgment for the violation of his civil rights against
the defendants, jointly and severally, for actual, general, special,

12

compensatory damages in the amount of $5,000,000 and;
13

b.

further demands judgment against each of said Defendants, jointly

14

and severally, for punitive damages in an amount to be determined

15

by the jury, plus the costs of this action, including attorney's fees;

16

c.

And such other relief deemed to be just, fair, and appropriate.
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION

17

Breach of Fiduciary Duty

18
19
20

(Defendant Zowine)
469. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.

21
22
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1

470. By virtue of his positions as Secretary, Vice President and co-owner

2 of Zoel and HHL, Zowine owed fiduciary duties to Wichansky, including the
3 duties of loyalty, candor, care, honesty, and good faith and fair dealing.
4

471. By engaging in the misconduct alleged herein, Zowine breached one
or more of his fiduciary duties to Wichansky.

5

472. Wichansky has been damaged as a direct and proximate result of

6 Zowine’s breaches of fiduciary duty and is entitled to compensatory damages in
7 an amount to be determined at trial.
8

473. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by
willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled

9

to punitive damages.

10

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

11

Constructive Fraud
(Defendant Zowine)

12

474. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
13
14

Complaint.
475. By virtue of his positions as Secretary, Vice President and co-owner

15 of Zoel and HHL, and/or by virtue of his position of trust and confidence, Zowine
16

owed legal and/or equitable duties to Wichansky, including fiduciary duties.
476. By engaging in the misconduct alleged herein, Zowine breached his

17
18

legal and/or equitable duties to Wichansky.
477. Zowine’s breaches of duty tended to deceive Wichansky, violated

19 public or private confidences, and/or injured public interests.
20

478. Wichansky has been damaged as a direct and proximate result of
Zowine’s constructive fraud and is entitled to compensatory damages in an

21
22

amount to be determined at trial.
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1

479. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

2 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
3 to punitive damages.
ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

4

Defamation and Defamation Per Se
5
6

(All Individual Defendants)
480. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

7 Complaint.
8

481. Individual Defendants conspired to malign, disparage, embarrass
and humiliate Wichansky by falsely expressing to other employees of Zoel and/or

9

HHL, among other things, that Wichansky was trying to destroy Zoel and/or HHL,

10 that he was stealing from Zoel and/or HHL, and/or that he is committing or had
11 committed insurance fraud.
12

482. Upon information and belief, Individual Defendants maligned,
disparaged, embarrassed and humiliated Wichansky to make employees of Zoel

13
14

and/or HHL turn against Wichansky.
483. The statements and omissions that were and continue to be made

15 by Individual Defendants were of and concerning Wichansky.
16

484. Individual Defendants made and continue to make these statements
and omissions to employees knowing that the statements were and are false; in

17

the alternative, Individual Defendants have acted and continue to act in reckless

18 disregard of the truth in making each of these defamatory statements; in the
19 alternative, Individual Defendants have been and continue to be negligent in
20

failing to ascertain the truth of each of these defamatory statements before
publishing them.

21
22
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1

485. Individual Defendants’ defamatory statements were and are

2 published with evil motives and malice toward Wichansky, were and are intended
3 and designed to injure and defame Wichansky, and did injure and defame and
4

continue to injure and defame Wichansky.
486. Each defamatory statement, singularly or in combination, has

5

exposed and continues to expose Wichansky to contempt, thereby causing and

6 continuing to cause disgrace, embarrassment and personal humiliation.

The

7 statements and/or omissions have impeached and continue to impeach the
8

honesty and integrity of Wichansky, leaving his reputation severely damaged and
subjecting him to ridicule in the eyes of his friends, acquaintances, business

9
10

associates, and the general public.
487. Some of Individual Defendants’ false and defamatory statements

11 have imputed egregious conduct onto Wichansky.
12

488. These false and defamatory statements include that Wichansky
perpetrated the healthcare billing fraud discussed herein, that Wichansky has

13

stolen money from the company, that Wichansky has engaged in tax evasion,

14 that Wichansky is a drug addict and drug dealer, and/or that Wichansky had
15 picked up a young Mexican kid for a “hookup” or to purchase drugs.
16

489. Upon information and belief, Individual Defendants continue to make
defamatory statements to third parties in an effort to impair Wichansky’s ability to

17

start or contribute to the establishment of a new staffing company or otherwise to

18 make a livelihood for himself in the staffing business.
19
20

490. Many of these false and defamatory statements are made in a
secretive manner that inhibits Wichansky’s ability to discover and respond to the
sum and substance of the statements until well after they are made.

21
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1

491. By reason of the false, libelous, and defamatory statements set forth

2 in this Complaint, Wichansky has suffered damages and is entitled to an award
3 of compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
4

492. Individual Defendants’ wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives
and/or by willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky

5

is entitled to punitive damages.

6

TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

7

Assault
(Defendant Zowine)

8

493. Wichansky hereby realleges and incorporates by reference the
9
10

allegations set forth in the preceding paragraphs.
494. Zowine engaged in the physical altercation of January 19, 2011,

11 supra, intending to cause a harmful or offensive contact with Wichansky.
12

495. Zowine engaged in the physical alteration of January 19, 2011
intending to cause Wichansky an imminent apprehension of harmful or offensive

13
14

contact.
496. Zowine thereby put Wichansky in imminent apprehension of harmful

15 or offensive contact on January 19, 2011.
16

497. Zowine’s conduct of January 19, 2011 constituted assault.
498. Wichansky continues to suffer physical pain as a result of the

17
18

January 19, 2011 assault.
499. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

19 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
20

to punitive damages.
500. Zowine engaged in the aforementioned acts of November 12, 2011

21
22

intending to cause a harmful or offensive contact with Wichansky.
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1

501. Zowine engaged in the aforementioned acts of November 12, 2011

2 intending to cause Wichansky an imminent apprehension of harmful or offensive
3 contact.
4

502. Zowine thereby put Wichansky in imminent apprehension of harmful
or offensive contact.

5
6

503. Zowine’s conduct of November 12, 2011 constituted assault.
504. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

7 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
8

to punitive damages.
505. Zowine assaulted Wichansky on other occasions as alleged herein,

9

including the occurrences at Zoel headquarters witnessed by Non-Parties

10 Quinlan and Hammer on April 6, 2011.
THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

11

Battery

12

(Defendant Zowine)
13

506. Wichansky hereby realleges and incorporates by reference the

14 allegations set forth in the preceding paragraphs
15
16

507. Zowine intentionally caused a harmful or offensive contact with
Plaintiff to occur on January 19, 2011 and November 12, 2011.
508. Zowine’s conduct of January 19, 2011 and November 12, 2011

17
18

constituted battery.
509. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

19 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
20

to punitive damages.

21
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1

FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Intentional Interference with Existing Business Relations

3

(All Defendants)

4

510. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.

5

511. Upon

information

and

belief,

Zowine

and

the

Defendant

6 Confederates have told and continue to tell Wichansky’s client contacts in words
7 or substance, inter alia, that Wichansky is a thief, that Wichansky is a drug
8

addict, that Wichansky stole money from Zoel and/or HHL, that Wichansky
perpetrated the health care billing fraud, and/or that Wichansky is or was

9
10

engaging in tax evasion.
512. Zowine also has caused Zoel to institute litigation against Home

11 Health Agency-Arizona, Inc. (a/k/a Team Select), a competitor of Zoel for whom
12

Wichansky now works, as well as employees of Team Select, including former
employees of Zoel, for the purpose of interfering with Wichansky’s client

13

relationships and/or with Wichansky’s relationship with Team Select and its other

14 agents and employees.
15
16

513. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements have
actually and proximately caused a disruption of the economic relationships
Wichansky enjoys.

17

514. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements were

18 improper in view of their egregious nature and the evil motive underlying them.
19
20

515. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements have
resulted in a loss of beneficial economic relationships and actual profits to
Wichansky.

21
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1

516. Wichansky has sustained damages as a direct and proximate result

2 of Defendants’ intentional business interference and is entitled to an award of
3 compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
4

517. Defendants’ wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by
willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled

5

to punitive damages.

6

FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

7

Interference with Prospective Business Relations
(All Defendants)

8

518. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
9
10

Complaint.
519. Upon

information

and

belief,

Zowine

and

the

Defendant

11 Confederates have told and continue to tell Wichansky’s prospective clients that
12

Wichansky is a thief, that Wichansky is a drug addict, that Wichansky stole
money from Zoel and/or HHL, that Wichansky perpetrated the health care billing

13
14

fraud, and/or that Wichansky is or was engaging in tax evasion.
520. Zowine has caused Zoel to institute litigation against Home Health

15 Agency-Arizona, Inc. (a/k/a Team Select), a direct competitor of Zoel for whom
16

Wichansky now works, as well as employees of Team Select, including former
employees of Zoel, for the purpose of interfering with Wichansky’s prospective

17
18

client relationships.
521. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements have

19 actually and proximately disrupted prospective economic relationships between
20

Wichansky and potential clients.
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1

522. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements are

2 improper as a result of their egregious nature and the evil motive underlying
3 them.
4

523. Defendants’ intentional acts and defamatory statements have
resulted and continue to result in a loss of beneficial economic relationships and

5
6

actual profits to Wichansky.
524. Wichansky has sustained damages as a direct and proximate result

7 of Defendants’ intentional business interference and is entitled to an award of
8

compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
525. Defendants’ wrongful conduct is and was guided by evil motives

9

and/or by willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky

10 is entitled to punitive damages.
SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

11

Unjust Enrichment

12

(All Defendants)
13

526. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

14 Complaint.
15
16

527. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereupon alleges, that
Defendants’ wrongful conduct, as described above, has resulted in a benefit
being conferred upon Defendants and Defendants have accepted these benefits.

17

528. As a result, Defendants have been unjustly enriched, and

18 Defendants obtained benefits that in equity and good conscience belong to
19 Wichansky.
20

529. Defendants’ acceptance and retention of these benefits under the
circumstances render Defendants’ retention of these benefits inequitable.
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1

530. As a result, Plaintiff is entitled to damages in an amount to be

2 proven at trial.
3

SEVENTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

4

Intrusion upon Seclusion

5

(Defendant Zowine)
531. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

6
7

Complaint.
532. Zowine, by engaging in the misconduct alleged herein, intruded

8 upon the solitude and seclusion of the private affairs and concerns of Wichansky,
9 whose private, privileged and confidential information existed on, among other
things, the personal work computer that Zowine caused to be copied without
10
authorization.
11
533. Zowine’s intrusion was intentional.
12

534. Zowine’s intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.

13

535. Zowine’s conduct constitutes intrusion upon seclusion.

14

536. Wichansky was damaged as a direct and proximate result of
Zowine’s intrusion and is entitled to an award of compensatory damages in an

15
16

amount to be proven at trial.
537. Zowine’s wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

17 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
to punitive damages.
18
19
20
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1

EIGHTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2

Prima Facie Tort

3

(All Defendants)

4

538.

Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this

Complaint.
5
6

539. Defendants have intentionally caused injury to Wichansky.
540. Defendants’ conduct is culpable and not justifiable under the

7 circumstances.
8

541. As a direct and proximate result of misconduct alleged, Wichansky
has suffered and continues to suffer injury and is entitled to an award of

9
10

compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial.
542. Defendants’ wrongful conduct was guided by evil motives and/or by

11 willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that Wichansky is entitled
12

to punitive damages.
NINETEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

13

Aiding and Abetting Tortious Conduct

14
15
16

(All Individual Defendants Except Zowine)
543. Wichansky incorporates by reference all prior allegations of this
Complaint.
544. Zowine engaged in tortious conduct for which he is or would be

17

liable to Wichansky, including the breaches of fiduciary duty, constructive fraud,

18 intentional business interference, defamation, violations of the CFAA, and prima
19 facie torts alleged herein.
20

545. The Defendant Confederates were aware that Zowine was going to
engage in the tortious conduct.
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1

546. The Defendant Confederates provided substantial assistance or

2 encouragement to Zowine with the intent of promoting the tortious conduct.
3
4

547. The substantial assistance or encouragement that the Defendant
Confederates provided to Zowine caused Wichansky to sustain injuries for which
he is entitled to compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

5

548. The wrongful conduct of the Defendant Confederates was guided by

6 evil motives and/or by willful or wanton disregard of the rights of others, such that
7 Wichansky is entitled to punitive damages.
8
9

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE Plaintiff Wichansky demands judgment against Defendants,

10 jointly and severally, for:
11

a. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial;

12

b. Injunctive relief;
c. Special damages in an amount to be determined at trial;

13

d. Punitive damages;

14

e. All other relief requested in each cause of action set forth above,

15

which requests are incorporated into this wherefore clause by this

16

reference;
f. Pre- and Post-Judgment interest;

17
g. Reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses;
18

h. Any other relief the Court deems just and equitable.

19
20
21
22
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1 RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 24th day of June 2015.
2
LAW OFFICES OF SEAN R. CALLAGY, ESQ.,
LLC

3
By:

8

_/s/SRC_________________________
Sean R. Callagy
(Application for pro hac vice admission pending)
Michael J. Smikun
(Application for pro hac vice admission pending)
650 From Road, Suite 565
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 261-1700
(201) 549-6305 (Fax)

9

Attorneys for Plaintiff Marc A. Wichansky

4
5
6
7

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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20
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